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, Dielectric constant measurements were made, in the 
frequency range 100 kH^ to 1 MH3 , on the compounds 
glycine, diglycine, D~sorbitol, dextran (m.w.t. 15-20,000) 
and Ficoll (m.oW t . 400,000) in aqueous solutions of low 
specific conductivity ( c  200 x 10"^ ohm*"^ m"^) normally 
buffered to pH 7.45. The values obtained were used to 
predict the dielectric constant of Hanks-199 tissue 
culture medium, to which various concentrations of these 
compounds had been added.
Single-cell dispersions of two primary chick embryonic 
tissues, 7-day neural retina and 5-day limb bud, were 
prepared in tissue culture media of varying dielectric 
constant and also in suitable controls. Ionic strength, 
pH and osmolarity were kept equal in experimental and 
control media.
Selected cell dispersions were examined by means 
of particle electrophoresis in order to determine their 
electrokinetic potentials. It was found that 7-day neural 
retina tissue had a mean value for the zeta potential 
of “13.88 mV -h O 0O4 S.Eh in unmodified medium, this value 
falling slightly in the media of differing composition.
The 5“day limb bud tissue gave a value for the zeta potent; 
of “14,37 mV Hh 0.03 S.E. in normal medium, again showing 
a slight falling off in the modified media. The results 
were interpreted as showing that no significant adsorption
I V
of added compounds was occurring onto the cell membranes, 
thus changing their surface properties.
Cell suspensions in media of a range of dielectric 
^ ■ constant were subjected to a laminar flow shear gradient
in a Couette viscometer. The effect of this shear gradient 
was to bring about collisions between the cells and 
thus to effect aggregation of these suspensions. By 
measuring the total number of particles in the suspension 
at timed intervals a parameter was calculated for each 
aggregation, the collision efficiency. The collision 
efficiency is a measure of the rate of aggregation and 
also can be used to calculate the total energy of adhesive 
interaction of the cells. The collision efficiency was 
used to calculate this parameter from aggregation studies 
in media of varying dielectric constant. It was shown 
firstly that 5-day limb bud tissue gave much lower values 
for this parameter (termed the force constant) than did 
7-day neural retina. In the control media, the former 
gave a value of 3.66 x 10*"^^ J. and the latter 5.65 x 10"^' 
Secondly it was discovered that in both tissues there was 
a steady increase in the adhesive interaction of the cells 
(as measured by the force constant) with increasing 
dielectric constant of the aggregation medium, the 5-day 






These observations were discussed in relation to 
the lyophobic colloid stability theory of cell adhesion. 
The results were found to be consistent with this theory 
when account was taken of recent theoretical studies 
into the effect of the dielectric properties of a medium 
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Dielectric cohetant measuremeata were made» i% the 
frequency range 100 to 1 <m the compounds 
glycine» dlglycine» D'»8orbitol* dextran (m.Wst» 15*̂20*000) 
and Ficoll (m#w t* 400*000) In aqneone solutions of l^w 
spécifie conductivity (<200 x 10**'̂ ohm"^ normally 
buffered to pR 7,45* The values obtained %̂ ere used to 
predict the dielectric constant of Eanks^^WS tissue 
culture medium» to which various concentrations of these 
compounds had been added,
., @ingle«*cell dispersions, pf two"primary.chlck'-embryoniC' . 
tissues*/,7"̂ day neural retina-and S-̂ day limb bud* wër^y 
prepared in tissue culture media of varying dielectric 
constant and also in suitable controls# Ionic strength* 
pH and osmolarity were kept equal in experimeptal and 
control media,
Selected cell dispersions were examined by means ? 
of particle electrophoresis in order to determine their 
electrokinetic potentials. It was found that I'̂ day neural 
retina tissue had a mean value for the seta potential
of "13,88 mV f 0,04 S,E, in unmodified medium, this value
#*** " -, ^
falling slightly in the media of differing composition.
The 5"day limb bud tissue gave a value for the aeta potential 
of "14.37 mF 0,03 S$E. in normal medium* again showing 
-a slight 'falling' cffy/ln'the modified media. The results 
were interpreted as shô ying th#t no significant adsorption
JV.
added/c(mppi#d^ was ocedrrlng\omto=; thé cell memhranea* '
thua"%aégihg/thei3:éurfaèe properties^ , '
' y' ;Üéllyau0péàeionë inYmédlâ of a rangé qf dielectric
constant.were subjocted'tqyé'lamii^ flow shear gradient: , \
in a CoUette viscometer# Thé effect of this shear gradient
was to bri%ig about collisiws beWeeh the cells and -
thnn to-effect aggregation bf tries'#'suspensions. By :
moasurinĝ ^̂  tpta% ' number - of particles - in the suspenaibn'""!
at''timéd%lnteryal̂ :;â rparametér%#s-calculated for , ;
- aggrega#oh»yth%:!^^^ f»rr)cl(&nqy* ..The collision
efficiency is ' a measure \bf ^ho rate of. aggK^gation and ,
'--alsb' can.be" used ,te. calculatéythe .total' energy ̂ of 'édhesivé .'V 
... y\ . ' y y . ' ..interaction-:pf "the cells, .- The., collision efficiency v?as .
"used'to't'Caleulàtç/'this, parameter fr^ aggregation studies- ../"y;
in média of varying dielectric constant# It was shoYm
-.'firstly that 5"d$y limb bud tissue gave much'.lower values
.%'for;-this'parameter (termed the. force constant) than did \-'
7"day neural retina. In the control media* the former
gavé a value of 3,66 x 10"̂ ®̂ J, and the latter 5,65 x 10"^^ J.
secondly it Was discovered that in both tissues there was r
-a steady increase in the adhesive interaction of the .-cells y
.. (as measured by "the force constant) with increasing -
dielectric -constant.of the aggregation medium* the 5"dây .
limb bud being far more sensitive than 7^day neural retina
in this respect#-' ' '
These observations were' dieeuBaed In relation to 
the lyophobic colloid stability theory of cell adhesion. 
The résulta'Were .found to be consistent with this theory - 
when account waS' taken of recent theoretical studies 
into the effect of the dielectric properties of a medium ' 
on the attractive energy of-, particles suspended in that 
medium,  ̂ ,
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'-Of paramoimt 'lmpôrtanee ''4k.a inveétigâttoné 
cbneeWl%'''intefeelIulaie'lüt;èraétloha iBA.thê rôle played.i--. 
by the cell 8urfa:ôe\#ômbrané'-'in;;#e8e-actlyit ' Im\. 
"order''*tô'''be a^le''tÔAÆderét^^ fundamentaîsyôf theae
pfeceoséô - necëeeôry tp eluôidafe. something \ '
og theyBtrqeture and behavlôùr':of/thïs''li%nlting;mei^^^ /-
.Based, upon ' tW-'idéaS'Gortprywd' Gfendel- -(1925) ». . : - ' ' 
Danielli-éô<d,;;hiô. -oo^worKôrôj^Dôvô and" Eàrvey (1935 * 1943)-" ' 
xmre-able* ôfter Inveatigatioha'-lnto the eleotrioal, 
-interfaoial- 'and? perm(^bili'ty' properties. of mémbraaes * '̂
to' accountA:'fpr. their reaqlta by/the uaefefethe .follwing- 
elaborated môdÿir''?'ihe theory prpppoed.\that,-^he membrane 
etructure comalata,of a sheet-of lipid molecules * two . 
moleeulea in. thickô#B8 with- the polar; gtoqpa' directed - - .' .. 
outwarda and the non^polar hydrocarbon chains lm<yard8 and 
perpendicular to the plane ' of-.. Tlie surfaces.
ofthiS'xSo called "bimolecular. lipid leaflet^? aro. coated " - ,
by an'adsorbed'layer of protein^ ' '
!. , 'Direct''Observation of the cell meiArane to- teat'.:Ai8 
theory only became poaaible with the development of the 
electron microscope, .Studies on.myelin* Bhown.-to.be 
derived .."from thé'-cell surface of'-dchwanh" cells (Gereh:
1954* RobertBon 1957) when combined with the results of 
X̂ ra.y diffraction invdatigatlona" (Flnean 1953* Pemandêx^ 
Moran ând.Finean 1957) tended' to conflmi the Danielli- 
Davson'hypotheaia. Similar structures were also discovered 
in a variety of sub^cellular components, and the structure 
elucidated for myelin %ms readily esstended to all other . -
' . a a y  .  ̂ 2
meDibrane structures by Robertson (1959* 1967) xAo put 
fqreward the'*unit %%émbraW" concept. This postulâtes 
that'̂ 't̂  ai j ' ç'ells 'posseaa the aame^basic '' '
''aè'fecfere*'in; #Gehcë .that Of '.%e,''Danielll"Dav$(m 'Wodel,'' . 
a bimolecular; leaflets imposed,of-phoa coated. .
with-prb%ein:-.çÿ;Wcopr6^^ àuçôpolyéécchâride on -. -,
both 8ide6'y''\''This .model haô̂ é̂uçcê efuliÿ'''Interpreted ' /
the .A pattern offetaining obsOwW'ih^^ ele.ctrbà microscope* 
where under suitable conditiqna* W o  dehéélÿ staining 
linë's? appear at,distancée'roughly correaponding-rto the 
aeparhtibn of thé hydrophilic moietiéB of two,phospholipid, 
moleculee arranged in "such a-bimolecular/structure.
(llbberteon 1959) ,-'; , ' / ' '
.Recently, thé-"uni t%embrane" "Concept''has'-been 
subject to_cÿ0#.èiâm by several %#rkera:(Korn 1966*
Lucy 196.8.* Ghapmmn and.Wailacb 1968)\ prompted; by'the' 
belief that such a highly apecia3.i$ed component of nerves 
as myélin may not have the typical structure or 
composition of other cell membranes# Variations in the 
chemical' cOmpos'ltibnbf -membranes have been .examined by 
many workers (dé 6ier and van Déénén 1961* Ponder 1949*
Maddy and Malcolta 1965* 3!?eville 1960* Moodin and Wienkeke 
1966) and Elbers (1964) has Shown that the overall %i?idth 
of the triplé" layered plasmalei^a' as observed in électron 
micrographs can vary beWeen SùM-and 130& (5 to 13 nm) 
althou#% methods of preparation will influence these 
separation-distances'#" Whep/this evidence.ls takenx^ith  ̂ - 
%"ray ,diffraction.:resultS' (Lù%s;ati 1968 *',Lu%%ati'and - 
Hus'son 1962) showing stable con%garations ̂o'f phospholipids
3
in water other than the blmoleeular leaflet (a basis 
for interpretatloncof micrographs) some workers have 
felt that the Wit membrane hypothesis may be, misleading, 
Ln83àti (i%8) has shown from X^ray diffraction 
studies that a variety of possible structures exist 
for bulk phospholipids in dependant on physico"
chemical conditions, Re haé suggested that the conditions 
present in the living cell are close to those at which 
a phase transition may'-occur fr&a a blmolecular leaflet - 
to a Btate Xiyith hexagonally packed cylindrical micelles* 
having the ionic groupa directed to a core of water.
To substantiate the claima of Luzzati* a number of workers 
have been able to obtain micrographs which Seem to 
indicate the presence of micellar structures in membranes 
(Sjoatrand 1%3) Nilsson 1965, Blesie and Worthington* 
1968), Lucy (1968) has proposed a detailed model of 
a membrane constructed from lipid micelles on the basis 
of observations df lipid complexes using a negative 
staining technique (Lucy and Glauert 1964), The menabrane 
may be aaaembled from aub^unita in â hexagonal array with 
a layer of protein or glÿcoî rotein on either aide of 
the micellar comppuWts, This model allows for random 
movements of the m̂ icellea* with pores appearing between 
acme of thé sub~*unit8 and with the possibility of phase 
transitlona occurring to the bimalecular leaflet 
configuration.
However at this stage sufficient data required to 
critically test any particular model of the cell membrane 
is not yet available. It may prove to be that differences
- . K
in membrane properties may result; from< thé 'presence'of' 
apeci'fie'peptides proteins .pr.glyco materials''rather'"': 
than any'fuhdèmental struetural/variationë. of the bi^ : . / '
molecular leaflet model#' ""
. . At'the %)re@ent; moment'theiL relatively little la
Imown of the- structural': organisation of the cell membrane ' . '
though reeeareh in"'thia field ia advancing#Similarly 
investigations into tbe. waya- in which-these ̂ membranes .V/̂' ' 
interact has produced as yet'onlyy'ScanÉ information-, as ,
to tüé proeeaaes''involved. Tthia.is chiefly due to the - ..̂ yy 
extremely difficulf'fe^^hnical problema associa ted x-yith ' ' 
'investigations into the behavi'dur Of meiiobrane: structurés. 
leê enstein (i967) has.-shoxm .thé importance of interactiohéyyy 
of membranes xfith/one/another and Rubin (1906)!.kas ' '
diacuGsed- the. relatiqnah%0 between carcinogeneBis and'̂  „ '
'.thé cell surface. . One.'field in'-which mêmbréné/ihtéractionè/ ': 
.are though -th'-be of/importance is?,.;that of .cell "âdhéé'ioh '. 
xfhich has "been implicated in phenomena.'such "as..cell . 
division metasta8ië}'énd:morphogeneçia (Curtis 1962), .
Hie oldest "of'? thé' theories concerning cellular ?adheaionv. y 
' . "'À., y  ' - 'yÿ-.'is'the cementing theory*.'in"xAich cells are!, thought- to .
'.be-'attached to each/other:'by. a cementing material present
'in-.,the gap between Aé'.célls. "? An extension: of rthie - - ' -
theory propo$ea-the. eŝ iétanoe of.-specific'''Cementa'reapon8ible
for the adhea.ioh'pf given,cell typés (Mo.6c6na,1961* 196%.)/...
Evidence cited for/.or'againat'-this hypotheâia.'i'8%. - . '''-"".x
'equivocal »' the :actîph< of. general ,enhymeà', ouch' as trypalhy .
Which,\iÈ'much uaéd,in'diBpé̂ sipg''é«̂ l.-̂ f̂  said-to auggoat -
.:ie.
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the presence of a cementing suhatanoe attached to cells 
by covalent bonds. However* It is equally possible that 
en:%yAlc action may cause- changes in the surface properties 
of the cell* also the enzyme may attack tissue such as 
collagen which/has primarily a strengthening role*
Mo3:e recently a modification _of the cementing theory 
has been propq#ed by Steinberg (1958* 1964) and Pethica 
(1961)* It is thought that calciim ions* suggested 
to be of great importance in cell adhesion, can form 
ion^palrs or triplets with carboxyl g3:oups on the cell 
surface (Haydon and Seaman 1%2) thus acting as a 
bridge between the cells. (Me important aspect of this' 
theory is that the cells are considered to be in 
molecular contact with a separation of leas than 2nm 
(20&) between the two apposing surfaces, This viexî  has 
been supported by the work of Wilkins (1962) which 
suggested that leucocytes flocculated at %ero point of 
charge were adhering with molecular contact, Gurtls
(1967) in a review of the subject of cell adhesion has 
pointed to a considerable body of evidence for the 
existence of two major classes of cell adhesion. The 
first is an adhesion xfith separations of less then 2nm 
(20&)* the cells being in molecular contact and not easily 
dispersed. Although certain specific cell to cell 
adhesions such as sperm to egg may be of this type* it 
appears that many cells show an adhesion of a second type* 
In this ease a separation! of 10 to 20 nm (100 to ZOoE) 
exists between the membranes* This is a relatively weak
adbeàlon as. compared ::with/tbe/̂  aiW la - -
aemaltlvë/w'lwié' eonditlona' qf'the media*-'-particularlŷ -' .:- 
reaper«, m'divalent eaLioniaV"' light the ^
8peeifie::'m@éhamiamvthë0%y- seemŝ  1 #  viable, than ' ' . .
previqûaly 'àUppwêd'#s'/thé: càlélum ions/ can '.
hé .'explained .on. other/linea rather'than., on thé .fommtion 
df'hridgaa-i ̂ 'Alao it îa .evident- 'thât the .theory, cannot 
accomfedate thé xfcmk adhésion x^th thÇy.lÔ to 2Ù -nm gap 
without invoking the/poaslhilltyY'that' caloiiL# . Iona-may 
. foigm hridgea'between C(ment''wteriale, Buppqaed' to 
he/covering.tW della,' ' ' ! - '
Frcm-'a theory: propWed hy Derjaguln and Landau - 
(1941) and Veiiwey and Overbéek (1948) on 6he atability 
of'lyophôbiçrcqlloidBÿ:'/Cur'#é has auggested that -,
cell-fedhésion-lB thë're'Bultyof.tW'halancé/hetween . . ':
"oppqaihg phyô.ieq"ChémiCâl%WeB# In the.maj.ority-of 
caaeB » adheqiph 'is -thé - réBult. qf'- a .weak reversible ' ' .. 
flocculation-xfith'the eell\BÙrfacç8 aeparated'by.'a gap 
of some 10 to: 20 %m by 'a- balance between attractive and - 
repulsive forces# The theory .also all'ôwé for adheeiou 
at-eloBe separatione of -'less. tha% .2..m%'With' .the'p08aibility 
-of"molecular:contact. According .'.to thiB -.theory thê re^ . - 
pulsWe' force 'là' a, ebnsequencê fef.- the .pfesence of charged.- ' : 
group's.; of'thé #ame aigu'cMwo.'ùppdéing cell Burfacea* 
giving, ̂ isa to.;-an/blectfeBtatid.force 'of. 'repulaiôh'-on - " '
accquu! ..:pf. the.feurfac..é!#ôtéUtfe The'-'httractive force ' ' ' / 
'id':'the Londoh-^yaU/d^ Waal a/'force,' "The Loudon disper 8 ion : 
'force ia det'e%aihed?by ..the/̂^̂  ̂ the adhepihg-particleo
-and qf thé 'pr'eqent in the- gap between them*
' Tha.-magaitWe'df the? two"'force# falls off with distance^ 
but'/attWotive%hd rcpùléiye forqW obey different laws# ' 
'The \Lqnd'çp;\attrâôtl% exhlbl% ̂ am inverse.: power : ' ' /', .(j,. /
..law.while "the;eleetfe8t% repulaive force"fallB .x.-/- 
'àêçordimg'tW/ân\^ law* ' It iâ predicted'\'that--:/rv - -/% -
When theee/ .two"' forcea-. Interact^' ' W o  - distinct adheBioiiS -r' ̂ ? ; - 
-at different sépératiohs;'çau oeWr-wheu the net adheàive, ,- 
.àû^.repulëivé/'êmeiTgieS are, balanced* The first is ?a '̂/// './ 
close"' adheai'on wh.em: \the adhesive forces are - massimal* ' - ' " '-
-'with a/xéeparatiw 6f bhly a few nanometers, this is. " - -
termed am adhésion/im.- the primary mirnimim* The second" ' - 
.adhesion is a.weak'-Teversible'lmteractiom with a -" . 
'séparation of'10 to 20 mm;and is terrned am^adhesiom in - 
the/Secondary mimlmum*' lAilst, mo appreciable barrier- "
'exists"to prevemt'the;approach of distant particles ' - "
'/(çeila) -to'the s e c o n d a r y ' t h e  mature' of. the 
\ repulsive force, is such. that;'a'large potemtial 'energy 
.-barrier gemeraliy(vprevemtq./the. particles from adhering 
ih'thé primary minimum* The idea of'-âm adhesion occurring in" . ■‘7'î . .
.$he:/Mé,cp#dÂryÿ-''mïù has been- criticised om oecasiom 
but Schemkel amd/Ritcheiier (1961) bave prov-$ded good. 
.avidemcG'that polystyreme'.particles so adhere*- Also-  ̂
Curtis (1967)--has'poimted/'out/-thét physiological .çomditiomé 
x̂ ould favour b. ̂we#k adhésion- im-'- 'the aecomdary minimum.
-with a $eparatiô%ï.varying.-''from 8 nm' to 11,5 nm depending - - 
on the .values chosen for-eWface potential.-and 'London ' - .
force constant, - Thus this-theory predicts adhesions - .
which closely; correspond'''to/the two- classe# of adhésion#" ' 
discussed for cells above',' -Furthermore the ionic relations .
8
of the adhésion, of tlaeue cell,# are correctly-explained 
by this", theory# High ionic'WWugthe would be expected -
to reduce the surface potential and as a reeult reduce 
the.electroatatle force of repulalon " this prmiotlmg 
adhesion In the secondary mlnlmim. Divalent cations 
are more effective, in reducii% the surface potential them 
are monovalent cations* hence Ae-importance of calcium 
ions in cell adhesion, "';%he, theory also predicts the 
relative non-̂ ŝpecificlty of adhwiw, xAere celle x̂ ill 
adhere to a wide ran#e of other cell types and other 
surfaces such as glass, normally^alien to them. , At present ̂ 
it seems that the lyophobic colloid approacli of Gurtls 
(1966) provides a more satisfactory mzplanation for call 
adhesion than the other theories .<*qutlined above.* thou^i -' - 
tbé date the critical experimental,data required to 
properly evaluate the various theories does not yet exist#
- - There la even less data' om the role of the cell 
membrane constituents in the adheeloa of cells# There .has 
been speculation.about,the action of specific molecules, 
thought to be present-on'the .0̂ ipid membrane .(WeiBa»L,196l) 
particularly about the -significance of the carboxy'groupa 
of compounds , such as -Sialic \acid (Gook et #1 1961), ' 
Mbrp:%recently mechanlsms Involving the complex' carbohydrate 
present on the surface have been proposed by Rôseman - 
(1970), These theories are based upoit the discovery by: ./;.. ; 
Oppenheimer et al (1969) that the conversion of non"̂  
adhesive to adhesive teratoma cells appears .'̂.to require;. 
thé''Synthesis of .-L̂ glutamihe*' it being: thought' probable-
■■ :?■ #  
that adhesive #uba#ncea ave -formed/by''metaholle 
reactiona la which L̂ 'glutamlne la utilised* One 
theory predict# lateràçtiona.bfBWèèn'-CàrbcAiydrates 
of W o  apposing cell membranee utilising the formation. . '
of hydrogen honds between the glyooae A second
-proposal by Roeeman- (1970). ,1a of an.; W?%me"8uhBtrate' 
interaction* Gqll surface# are aùppoeed to contain 
both anbatrate and ensyme and the biWing of one to th# 
other result# in a stable adheaion# R<»#nltB of inveatigâ * 
tlona into these theqrle# are very preliminary'aa yet 
(Roth McGuire and.Roaemén in prep*), / - '
A'major restriction to the investigation of the 
forces Which-areInvolved in cellular adhesion has been 
the lack- of an adequate technique all wing an absolute 
'meaanrement of cell.adheaivenee# to be-made*. Previomly 
measnremehta have been made of the force required to 
separate cells (Bfeoke et al 1967) but these mathôde 
can be criticised oh a number of ground̂ ; that intercellular 
material such a# qollhgen may contribute to the 
resistance-of'-cell#.̂  to dlaperaion* or that the force 
measured may be that required to cause rupture of the 
cells* BecaWê of these problems* atte%^t$ have been 
made to meaoû ê adhesiveness during the formation of 
cellular aggregate#*/: Moecona (1961) used thé--ai%e of " .. 
cell aggregate#, fq^ed-Wlien/a auspension of aingle 
cells nyae ahakehÿ/a# à-meaeurç^ of "adheaivenesa* though 
it i# difficult to derive an absolute measurement from 
BuCh results* -Gurtia.. (i96^)\ha# described a technique
Which allows Buch a measurement #  be made from the 
rate of aggregation of oell\8#péhelohô,\ -Hbls technique., 
Is based on W o  fundamental coMce^ Firstly, 
mqyemants of,the'%%edlW in wiilch eélls; are'suspended, 
tend to bring the partlqlae/together'and then'rê  ̂
separate them aa the particle #d passed b̂  ̂
particle - having. a : relatively greater - volbcity*.- -if the 
adhesive force is anfficient tq bring the particles 
cloBO?ehôugh/together..a ;àtablé?'adhWiqn.-will; form :to 
resist thé break up of this aggregate* The aecond 
concept la that the proportion of collioions resulting 
in adhésion# is a meaBure of the adheeivenes#. This 
proportion, termed the stability? ratio or collision 
efficiency^ has béen meaauréd p/eviously thoùjgh rarely 
directly. Although Fuchs (19^ der̂ ived an absolute 
measure of the adhesive ehe%y:'between:'particles frmn 
meaaurementB' gf -thé atabilWy ratio ̂""?his -.treatment la - 
not applicable to suspensions of cellB subjected to 
hydrodynamic forces, Since it treat# the particles a# 
acting under the actiongqf Brqcmlan motion* Curtia 
ând Hoeking (1970) have develqpéd a new technique for 
deriving the adhesive forcé from the collision efficiency 
whlcli ia-'appliqable.xtb/meaauremehta made in suspensions// 
subject to a la##r shear gradient* This technique 
ha# bean Usad in the preaent #udy of the flocculation 
of single cell euapenaiona and W i lî W  described fully 
below (see Materials and Methods)*
/ ' Orné expermièàtal ' approach Which may provide 
more .evidence With lAieh to evaluate, thé various 
theories of cell "-adhésion 1%/tbàt •concerned with’ .the 
.physical parameter termed;the-dielectric" constant*
This function may be considered, .as the charge dissipating 
quality of.- the medium- and .is ’defined by,{Coulombs; -
equation. In a'consideration Wf the possible?changea . 
in the adhesive properties' of cells with dieléctrio 
constant, the lyophobic colloid stability'theory 
proposed by Dor j again La.ndau:. .Verwey’ and Overfeeek ■ : 
indicates.that thé variation .of potential .and’force 
with distance is -dependant upon the dielectric’ constant 
of thé medium between the particles (Kruyt 1952), 
Theoretical calculations of the total interaction 
potential energy curves for particles -in ' which the ' :
dielectric constant of -the raaditmi has been varied, 
show that adhesiveness, can be .affected by 'this parameter- 
(Brooks et al. 1967, Gingell 1971) * Oh .tlie; other hand » ' -, 
the'dielectric constant value.of the suspension media 
Is not a factor to.be Considered in the other, theories 
of call, adhésion/mtlined 'earlier, since these generally' 
depend upon specific chemical interactions’ between cell 
surfaces rather 'than on bulk properties of the meditmi, 
Experimental evidence concerning the . adhesive. properties 
of cells -over a rangé of ■dielectric'-constant values should 
therefore-be of. some help in elucidating which if any of 
the current theories'of InterceXltdar adhesion is the 
mère relevant, ' '
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G'hafigôs ia t W  dièleetric .eoaêsaiaa "of -thé medlmn 
;à£fecfcs feeîi-'éîie' iê'iî©Egf o£ repislgiep aiid ùhe eaergy of 
atferâtsfcicm. ïtie ©lectirosfestie -vatefâ o£ ̂tbe. dielQcèslc - ■
eonsmat of mést ,%e asod'ia order-to -«teteœ'Me
tlte'ff-fect oivire'î aiuivâ-mergies.' 'Sise dlèlaotrio coaBtaat . 
for vârlô?ÆS '.hlologWal -hag 'oï’tea beea
Êissmed' t'o hà-:-0lmllar to that of water, bat Pollack 
et :.al, Wv#-isolated oat 'felisfe ete'xlielsctrto--
coastaiitiis ctepeadaat «poa the"'-saa,creEioieoul©0 pressât, 
i®.:Solütlcwv-' fhlo" groap swggost's that-as the oleotro*» 
static;'.-dielectrfe eoasta'fit o£’th©-ffledils:,ls faicreased, 
there -.is cm coverall decrease .iii the pofeea.ebjl mergy . -
harri@r:.betwecm- charged partlelesj, thgagh .ih - this ■ -
éfcttdÿ-hêtrâetive ehôrgies were aétt: treated, 'However, ,-
Brooks -8t al»-'(ÏM?)'■aad-'-Giageli (1971) have shorn-that 
for a 'giyèa- valme'-hf the,-attraet-lve energy, "amd iaereaae - 
ia clte'ieetrie eohstant o£.,-the intereelltnlar-gap'will - - 
làéreaOô; the reptslsive ■ term' with ' à ■ Qoaseqnent /increase , 
la cliè-'potéîyÈî aî .'èiaèrgy barrier .and a decrease ia the 
raagnitmîe of the/séceodsry, mialmw. The rsege'of possible 
stability-la the -aeaoiWary,mlalmwm iè.shifted to higher V
vûîn&s of the'Lôadàn'-HasBaîsQr'-Constant, - - - ' '- • -■
' , -  ' ■' ' \%llé 'Bàtisfeôt03̂ y thèWétlèal -treatments o2 the- . 
'%epulGiv0 deveToped#-? - ' " -
pxevlouB IweatlgatlGW of'.partlqle intieraotion# 'have . ' ' 
been limited' by lack of a euitahle tsî eatment 'of'the 
Lomdoh-van derl^aale attractive ;ene:g:gy# - Until quite 
recently^ meaemfementB of van. deî' Waal# fotoe#
Indlareet being mostly haeed '<m the force' requiiced to
/>;
Weak adhesions between, autfacW#' Derjaguin. and 
AWicowova (1954) wafe'among "theLfirét to publish/ ' -<
dlî eot measurement a .of \tbà fo}:oeo;Wt#ef n surfacëB-yâa 
a function of aapa#ati%'#' the,smailaot Ülatanca of . 
approach being'about I(KMm, ..̂ Thaoretieal̂ .èmtimàfea of 
energiaa h#̂ e-, hôw#ér» bean limited by several-ad boa, 
a88imptloma$ the most important of %Aleh- are .pairwise 
additivity of .individual atomic, interact Iona and. an ; 
arbiWwy '̂̂ dleiéotrle faotor̂  ̂correction' for any.,', 
intermediate aubstanee'beween interacting .particles. '
A completely dlf%%'ent approach which uaea the-bulk 
dielectric properties pf-the mate$:ial ha#., been-developed / 
by Lifahitig (1956)*.' .This'theory circumvents the ;% 
aoàumptiona of .older 'theories becauoe' it Includes,all _ . 
the many body ...forces, 'retains, the contributions fr^ all - 
interaction frequencies and deals correctly'with the - 
effect of intermediate aubatancea .(DByaloahinskll, 
Lifahitx. .and..Pitaev#kii I960). The'theory of Lifahit^ 
has been- oucceaafully utilised by Tabor and'-Winterton \;
(1968)'in a "direct meaeurement of the van der Waals 
forcea beween mica aheeta. Thé method la "thought 
to'have .full generality and 1$'applicable'to any body, 
it also automatically takes into aceouht retardation: - 
effects- which" .become important for adfficiently large 
separation# beween the bodiea,-(Lif8%iit0'1956). .%h 
-the latmr paper (1960) 'Where- the theory-ie extended to 
cae.e'B where -the gap; between the bodies 'is' filled by -aome- 
.medium it ie. e W w  a#?.â  general oonaluaion' that- any W o  
idèhticml bodies x-jill:.always .attract .one ...another whatever
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the natnve of the intervening layer, ami that the 
greater the difference between the dielectric properties
of the two identical particles and that intervening 
medimn, the greater the attractive force between the 
particles f Applications of the Lifshlts theory to 
calculations of van der Waala forces across thin lipid 
films (Parsegian ami Hinham 1969) and in, lipid^watar 
Systems (Ninham and Parsegian 1970) have shown that'while 
it Is'necessary In principle to use total, macroscopic 
dielectric data from the component substances for 
a full analysis, in practise It is possible to use only 
partial information to perfom satisfactory calculations 
if this exists*
Because of the growing amount; of knowledge becoming 
available In the literature concerning theoretical aspects 
of the dielectric constant in relation to particle 
Interaction# it was thought appropriate to relate'this 
knowledge to the problem of cell adhesion. This thesis 
describes some preliminary work on this problem*
1, I&Ĝkx3üC%BdLi%i&3:jLcMnL of <]<2]L3L
][%! at GüuwB]0<&%AiB:L()%k €»f |3d&3Zt:jL(%l,@b8, 4GH3]l]l:Ls>jL()iïÈ; CHOwa Ibe 
t>%r€ML%g;1hd& akl>o%&t: lagr I&srCMxmidLg&ii iKwai&jLoMi c%& Ibgr nicyv̂GànwasitiG;
<)j[ tdbwat %BKad3kwB%%,/ :l:f l:I%€s i%Hoqf%2g&()%Kk09
2&3:<s aswgia lEîisiS: tzlsia %3üi3;l:jL<2]L(&g> tparougglis: jLsito o()l]L]Lg;o%&
%>5r et ILg&gndLi&a&ir isltaaa&Te jE1L(;*3L (%3: irs&lSes (?, jL% i.E& %)08a>iLl>]L<a l;(> 
et iSliestMCxaizdLea&l jS36(S(;i*<sii<;3f j!o3: (zodLlLjlasloa %><si:s9%2ca%% 
%)ji3:t:]LG]Le8. T̂osi (3L1&3LI)]) (&t*o%fe(i t:ï%s&t: f()%r
%)j3j:l::L<2lgaE; <)dc 3c%&<l:Lt*{S aril e&twÊ %:ji » ait: <2(3%i(:€5%%i:%»a&t:iL()Ki3; r&i.
4&IMÎ ikjl, izlte t:ot:j&3L i&taaittessr ()jf ksolllLiLi&jLofks; %)e%r 
jLniiosrireil, î)jLj|, <%t33:il%%gs et d:]L()(%<%i%]L2&t;jLo%K 3L% e% |̂ü3iBdL%%e*3r 
i3Î303%3:, {gizy&fSjLg&i&i:' jla; Iggr 3:<&jLa&l:jL<3*%{Sl%jL%}:
s* 4[p: 1Çl3» TCtj',  ̂:" (1)
- sfîïeïTda <& /liaw& \<3jliB42%ts&jL()%%g) o f 3cy%(!jl|932%3(:a&]L-"3:dLwoda',/.IClajLig- ."
1)<& {*%3{90L3L<ai3 i%(jr %yt&o]Le <3()ijwri3(2 <):f a&
flocWlatioh' beWu$&:-oAf@.'ai%'â  quant'&kÿypf
W!Ô*!'pa'̂ t:lele ag83eê à#s;%HWè''forme<3,/'t̂  eollWe'
'- ;gjL\r<& ,l:l%3r(ae::03:: a&igggsce&i&etl&s&s;,,., fSbpiljSt: eM%3 '
]P%r]L<&it1Lfi)i4l<%3e ï)àa%;%s <i(3%f%20L();)G2<à at (tatsflijLole asâlBsas
<)3Li9(;2f3Ll)i%i:jL(%E% lagr 3L%%d:(s;g3?ÉàlSjl%ï3ŝ tstigk i:o(:3&l %k%ww8l>G»3r o3É
elpa8e8,̂ bf agŝ e$ate';.Bi%e$_ They,_.:- 
', were-ablp to :démox%etrat:G' tW t4 # la  \btàe diW tiW  
füoctlon is mâthëaïàtieallÿ cënstàtent w the Von 
Smolucbowski thpory of floep^atlw  and that: the coa:al 
npmber of p#tielas. at 'eompa;ered with those
- ■ ' ' 16 at the ata3:t. of floqpolation ÉooO Is given, by
. %opo\ ,("ir - , .  ̂ -
%fhere G Is again thé sheaf rate and 0 Is the volnme 
fraction of particles In the snspehsion* It has been 
pointed put':howpyey . (Fair;.apd_̂ ,̂ GeWeil 1%4) that the 
Smoluchoifski e^hatlohé for pÿthoW^etic flocculation 
i.è; unCef conditions of shear Pohld not be solved 
analytically. { ^ \  \ :
M6vèmente;;:of'the:#eCÏ^ tèhd'to're-aeparate. 
thê^pàfticles and̂ 'only a\:propôrtioh of all'collialons 
may be effectiŷ ê in producing aggregates; The 
probability that a cpllisibn between two particles 
results In an adhesion Is termed the collision efficiency 
(stability ratio) and equation (%) becomes
, ./In , /- ’C-3)'CToo-O 7T "
where q< is the-cpltlslon efficiency* The collision' 
of;%mall particles'̂  vih: that-the Reynolds number- for 
their mption Is less than unity* is resisted by the 
hydrWynamic force of translation and rotation of the 
particles, .which 1$-. invWsely/proport^ to the gap .
between the surfaces (B#nner 19#)* In the absence 
- of an adhesive force.** _,the 'particles imuld be brought, 
together .'by the shear'gradient'and''then rotate aroimd 
each other to re"*separate, and pb dbu^ would be
formed* ' : ' . / .
:: ' ; . :  -...,. . - ' . ' v .
■;,:u
. .. ' :
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An adhesive fô ĉe which could coimteract the /
:hydgWyn^lc^^^% ^kus allow an adhesicm to
oceut" during a colllalon of two particles, la the 
Lohdon^van der %&als fofoe* The London dispersion 
force is an'attractive' .force to?which all molecules,; 
are,;subjëct# It has,jheetl proposed as the force res» 
pqnsible for the coagulation of lyophohic colloids, as it 
is tke/'Only attractive force of sufficient generality 
(QverheéK 1952). Using a correspondence models the 
London force can be pictured as due to the rapidly 
fluctuating dipole inoéent generated by the zero point 
energy "of the .dispersion electron' on an atom#." The 
frequency of this fluctuation is of the order of 10^^ 
to 10i6 $qq<md TÀich is comparable to the frequency 
of electronic mpyeaients (Overbeek 1952) # The electro^ 
magnetic bseill#tions set up by this #uctuàting dipole 
Will polarise the dipoles of anÿ neighbouring atom 
as the coupling of - twô 'Auch elecWical oscillators 
results in a gain in energy (Moekfyn-̂ Rughes 1961) #
This results in an attractive energy.of interaction 
between two like molecules; The importance of the 
Londpn~van der Waals force lies in the fact that the 
London energy is apprpziimately additive and a much larger 
attractive'force, escists'between congl'omeratlons of atoms, 
hence the significance of this force in the study of 
colloid flocculation*
./For two .parallel plates, of a:thickness large in \ 
ccmparison-td the distance between them, the attractive-.
energy Va earn -be/given by
where'A is, çlie London Hamaker constant for. the ■material 
of the nlâtéo' and â Is the hal£«*dlâtance 'between them '/* 
(Overbeélc-1952)#' The smmatlon -of ;the London ’energies
involved in the"'interaction of 'two spherical- particles
where a ,1s the particle ■'radius, and-. E, the closest'- 
separation of "the particles*' - / " - '
' gscperimental evidence for the existence of ' this • ■ ■ 
force has been provided by Derjagain et 'al--'(1954),
Overbaek and Sparnaay-(1954),Schenkel and -Kitchener 
(1961) and Tabor .and'- Wititerton "-'(1969) * • As'the energy, 
of London forces at small separations la inversely 
proportional to the square of the gap, when a collisloa 
occurs between- two particles they may ' be able to ovar"*
'come the hydrodynamic repulsion which la Inversely 
proportional to the gap.
Curtis and•Hocking (1970) have analysed.the hydro» 
dynamic forces- acting during the collision., of two particles 
and the Influence of the London dispersion force on 
Buch,collisions.and hanea upon'the value of the collision
''.effleieiLlcy* the case of ̂ two equal apheriqal-
.'and'-electrleally neùtral pârtieWa, Éà that'no" - 
- /eleotro8tatlç;-repül̂  ̂ force exlaW due to the
intoraetion of electrical double layers, they-derive 
' equatlquB.-fOr' the/W of the.sphere which is
:%::gôverned hy three. forééG-.» (l)'-the effect of the 
''shearing. motlo% om̂ -thë particles". (11) .-the: hydrodynamic, 
/fbrcea (lli) ?he London fdrce-,qf attraction,. /These
lead .'to. a relationship'for'the'tdWontcHamaker'Constant' - : -  ̂ , . \ - " /:. ' " - ^. :. : ' - : which iB'lWaed'on-.'the ratio, of the London'force, to
\'\th&/gtokea'f6rce%:^̂
:'-A ' - %2TT /
where n -iâ,,_/.the/.vl0éoaity of-the-medium^K/ia -an 
interâctidn, parameter wblqh,depends,; beeàuëe of retard» 
.dtion, on the? .wavelength A; ofr the intrinsic electronic 
oscillations : of/the .atW%.*\-'. 'Curtla ̂ ànd. Hocking' have - 
.calculated values forr'thë'Çolliolon efficiency ae-.a 
. fuhctlon of/the. parameter K for' different values of A#; 
Thns it" la poeoi#e ;to estimate, an/experim^htal va3.ue',.
' for the collision/efficiency ̂/'derived frW mëasuremë^its /' 
of ortWMaetic floèoülatioa» ,from. this to evaluate K- 
and hence, from'a':-'Wowl edge'of particle geometry to work" -/ 
out the London Mamakër constant for the retarded'fprc.e, ./. 
and the attractive energy/for "pèrticlea in-'â'euapei&eion*
. This method' .which -waa , ç ç n f for ̂ the flocculation 
of-polystyrene -heads in aqueèûë cua%)enaionsÿ can
â»:
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applied to adhesions in the primary minimum where no 
appreciable electrostatic repulsion exists to provide 
a potential energy barrier to the approach of the 
particles ; or to those in the secondary minimum though 
there are at present computational problems in this case* 
The treatment of Fuchs (1934) is applicable where a 
potential energy barrier exists* The treatment of Curtis 
and Hocking shows that collision efficiency is 
dependent on the shear rate (equation 6) whereas Fuchs' 
treatment has as its rate determing step the frequency 
with which Brownian motion energy exceeds a certain 
value, allowing the potential energy barrier to be 
surmounted. This is not dependant on shear rate and 
the collision efficiency will thus be independant of 
shear rate# This provides à method for assessing the 
applicability of the two treatments# It should even 
be possible to modify Fuchs treatment so'that flocculations 
in a shear gradient with a potential energy barrier 
may be dealt with.
The relationship given by Swift and Friedlander 
(1964) allows the collision efficiency;,.for the 
flocculation of a monodisperse suspension of particles 
subject to laminar shear flow to be determined from 
counts made of the total number of particles at timed 
Intervals. The Couette viscometer provides an apparatus 
lit which laminar flow conditions may be achieved with
' '/ known stable' ohear.rates, if ia-donétructed
/ "to the princ%lës given'by'"Van/Wâzer et al,..r(1963)*
'/ The- C&&tte vlocWeter consista'/baslcallÿ'of-two ' -
'bbhcentric'cylinders', one-suspended freely.%'ln8ide . the " "= 
^̂ otliér with .â/'ùarrw/gap.--beweèn ' t h < m ' # '-. 
of'particles is placed iti.this} gap and/one of the "
: ' ' cylinders/(the 'buter)/is-roWtW 'laminar'/Shear flow-
' . ' is established, with a shear gradL^nt^acroes'/the gap#
: ' and the shear _rate,' G aéo'̂ -̂ , ̂ is- given by \
G =* # (Ro  ̂4*Ri^) (7)
where'# is the angular'velocity-of the rotating 
and Ro. and'-Ri are thè 'radii' of.',the-outer and- inner 
cylinders .'-respectively, -
Fairly Imf rates of/shear are neceSsàry so as to/ '
' allow a nùmbCr/pfrméasurèRients to.be made, Albers and 
' 'Ovèrb.e.ek (1960) "/showed that'-the-velocity, of flow difference 
:':/._' , .across" an aggregate increases'with the-square of the
: radius of the aggregate and will tend to break them up*
Thus for any given value of collision efficiency, at 
./// a-given, shqar; rate;-there will -be'an equilibrium' size 
' for aggregateS/'^%t/which-the rai:e of aggregation is 
< ,. ; //./ equal to the-' ratè/-of /disWptioh'o'f (the aggregates. - The./ ,
/ W  the shear rate^ the smailer will he the maximum 
// siz'a..of''&e/aggregateâ .'and;the sooner,will tlie equilibrium, 
conditions' he/attainëd# ̂ Since' the ' kinetics' "of ' the :
'flocculation.depart''Si^lf^cam:ly 'from,.. thosWgiven by
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eqttatioii/,'(3) as the 'ëqullibrmii coiadition is readied, ' 
it is ■ important thét -measurements -are made-before this 
point.- A feiowledge of the shear rate also allows aa 
evaluation of the contribution"-&j Bromiail motion in 
effecting collisions, a significant contribution would 
also result in a divergence from the. kinetics- of ' 
equation (3)* fuorlla (1927) derived a 'relationship ‘ 
for- the ratio of collisions produced by "shear -to- those 
produced by Bromiian motion, J/I, given by
2kT
where kT baa the.usual raeaning. For shear rates-as low 
as 1.. and with particles of radius 'Sum, at a
temperature of 293%, less than 1% of the collisions will 
be brought about by'Bromian motion. It is .therefore 
possible to achieve aggregations which follow the 
kinetics of equation (3) by suitable choice-of the 
dimensions, and "angular velocity- of a Couette viscraeter, 
The Couette viscometers'used' 'were designed by 
I, Cameron Esq* of the Department of Engineering, 
Unlver'aity of Glasgm? and constructed by .their workshèp. 
The cylinders- were made of EE58B stainless steel, which 
is resistant to corrosion by -saline solutions, and 
machined to a finish of lOum. The inner cylinder'is 
freely suspended- on air bearings while, the outer cylinder 
is rotated to,give a constant' 'rate of shear by means of -, 
an" integrating motor (Éther Ltd*-- Stevenage'Harts) which
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Fig. 1. The Couette Viscometer
Inner bob shown on the 
left.
qf'.Tôtatlon' of: the 
0! : volMge or/
2 860'̂'̂ to well a
rune at a very/otable 
outer'. çylludèr? ':can be- .-yaried 
gearbox/ao' that :@War raWa 
20 ''secT^f:are'eWily attainable#
:. :Theylec.bmet#ra -were" plaeed In a 
room,' eome/houra-boford' use" to .allow them- to- reach- the 
temperature at/if)hléh 'meàÉ'hremeht8'were .to' bemade# ' -The' 
çon8truatioaë''were\allgiied vertically:'by;-levelling, the 
conatrueticm of"the viaccmeter enaures a correct
cylinder, Allowing atable shear conditions to be eat 
up once the outer cylinder le rotating# The viacometer 
le constructed with #ir nearinga pressure
gmaii air: p gytm or m e  e
!Tic ̂ constant» /
of a?'material" ̂under test. wlll'/he nronortlonal to .the 
measured cap'acit n̂ce, ;Cm',-''obtained from̂ -the'- apparatus, ' 
to be deacrihed'helow# However, In practice'.the/Ideal 
IS; never obtainable and several complicating 'faĉ pra:. 
have to be accounted for# Consider a conducting sê3.ution 
between two electrodes of simple geometric form, such as 
two plane parallel plates* Tëo problems must be considered, 
(a,);- the measurement of the cupàdltance ln̂ such;à, dlelectri 
cell; (b) tl# ev#uation of the dielectric constant, 6 %  
from the measured canacltance# Cm.
. .. '
- Ù . , .  ?/■/
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' ' 'The cell',may,-be characterised by ltd admittance; 
vector iccmpoaed by a eapacitmioe and a païzallèl 
.conductance -oqW#ibUtion,_ Gm* / Tbo 'phase angle 
bewe'ea thla Veetof' and the rea3. axla:'of''thê -Â gand : 
diagram 1$ daflWd'by ...(MandGl,,..lQ65):/://̂ "'"/r"''"'// '
:> ' £'
where f la the frequency of the jippliad alternating 
voltage* Neglecting for the moment all con^trlbntlons 
to the measured Impedence other than those arising . 
from the solution itself: equation (9) may be transformed 
iuto ' .
;J : % %  S» j X 5.05 X 10" 13 ■ ' (id)
where O’ stands for specific conductivity of the ' ' .
solution* It may be seen that when or. "is large and . 
f/la-small, tg attains very small values Indeed. - 
■Tiiio means that the capacitance contribution to the 
admittance vector is nearly negligible %?ith respect 
to the conductance Gm* Tîiereforè special impedence 
or admittance measuring devices will-become necessary 
f̂or' the. determination of Cm, this is particularly 
true for solutions of high specific conductance, such 
as physiological madia, at frequencies below,'! 1#^ 
whom £ \ ■ Is less. than 100* - At frequencies higher . 
than 1 MH3 the difficulties are eliminated, but are /’ - 
; replaced by more conventional ones - which are by no means
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diminished by the existence ' of an important: conductance 
/'contribution* ' . . .  ' y  . .  - /.
Tlio second .problem to be dealt with le the
? ;C(miputatl(m of the dielectric constant ^ froïn̂  the. - 
' measured ê p̂ocitanee. For each moaouring coll, one ' ,
must take into account a residual capacitance Co,
/Aich under many circumstances is not a constant but 
may depend mi many factors o*g* th& measuring frequency, 
and a pelf inductance Lc which to ûna partially to the ' 
cells'connecting devices* Futharmore for conducting 
? ;,medla- a frequency dependant polarisation due to the 
electrical double layer at the electrodes will occur#
, V.v. ; ■■■ . /  . . . .  '
; If a metallic oloctrode is immersed In a solution, .
a boundary potential is found to exist between electrode
and fluid# If an alternating qurrent Is passed through 
the fluid from the electrode, the polarisation potential 
becomes modulated %^th an alternating potential; "Tbio - ■■■ 
■.■;hBpdulatlon potential is observed to be proportional to : 
//thé,/a 11 ernating current density (Sclwmt 1963) provided 
that 'the current density Is kept sufficiently small.
The polarisation of dielectric,cell electrodes is an// 'important source of error in the determination of the 
dielectric properties' of dilute.electrolyto solutions. 
This phèncmenon becomes increasingly important as the 
frequency is lowered and the conductivity of the solution 
is’raised. . An analysis of this situatioh'is given by / 
Belwaix (1963) and Mandol (1965)#’ \Jm  the treatment of 
Schwan, it is shocm that the total capacitance Cm prè» 
dominantly reflects either the true-sample, capacitance
.
Ob at high frequencies or electrode polarisation at. 21
lower frequencies# Handel hac glyen an equivalent '■
. circuit/for ; the y-maisû ing been utillaod ;
by Young and Grant (1968), and' accounts for the correction 
• factors such as electrode polarisation and lead ? ■;: _ -
inductances (Fig# 3). If the total capacitance Cm 
and conductance Gm are measured then the follotving 
relationships hold, as long as Ec << (generally 
true) and when Lc is sufficiently small #nd frequencies 
so ibw (below 1 M%) such that '(̂ TrfCĝ Gg""̂ )̂  «  1 ■
' t o  ; Co ,-h
thë parameter Co is th%jquan̂ ^̂  ̂ to the
dielectric constant# At high frequencies when electrode v 
Wpedenee dpes not contribute, equations (11) and (12) 
oiœpî.i£y to ■ . .
.. / / ? / ; / ?  /'■//;
Howeyéif.yal though/it-' Isgcpiw
pqlarisabion/ Is'yhejgligibl̂ ^̂  - 'frequencies of lOOiai
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Fig. 3. Equivalent circuit for Cm and Cm
A. Complete circuit for dielectric 
cell with conducting solution.
Ce Cs Lc Rc
Oe
Co
C m  
G m
B. Circuit as seen by measuring 
bridge.
Co - residual capacitance 
Ce and Ge - electrode effects 
Cs and Gs ™ conducting solution 
Cm and Gm - measured values 
L c ~ induc tanc e 
Rc " resistance 
G  " Ge Q>s
't r ' '-'s- ' ’ '.-r.
-(Ÿ̂ oimg'aad Grnat ï%8, SeWcn 1963)#'electrode'effcetn -  ̂
hay- p̂  ̂ ^measuremeoto up to roletlvely % '
grëdüènc Thio depeado on tlie %%ature of the electrode ̂ ' : ' ' ' : ' - . \ ' r ' ' . . ' ' 'màtèitiaï# ito Gwrcce# tbe e:mct nature and conductivity 
of the solution and other factoro ao yet not oo well
y #  . - . ' . ' . '
. froA electrode pnlnrloatlon a second source- 
df e#rpr electrode effects Is khat tanned
^^'skray#eld^% Because electrode polarisation makes 
Impedance %neasur<&pe3its on biological syotenis difficult
j:o; carrÿ 'out:# .it. lo often necessary to operate with ; .
làrgè electrode distances In order to Increase the 
resistance* This may be seen most readily from the 
'4:<%i%brêsè̂  \  _
. >y;
■ , ;;;: Giv : ==» Cq 1/W%%e ' , (15).
'■ : " " A' . y - ■ ' '■ - ■ ' 'where W Is the anglular frequency# Iloweyer# in this 
case# uncont3Zolled stray fields may lead to errors in 
measuring the cppacltmipo* The equivalent electrical 
circuit diagram.' (8chwan' l %  a 'series of̂
capacitors- shunted across various sections of the 03%-tire ' - 
sample# A frequency dependence of thé apparent properties 
Tësults while-the properties of the sample may not be ,- 
frequency depëndànl at all# This effect has been 
Îrecognléed hy.-'Ĵ  and-Bollinger (1931) and treated In 
detail by %hwan and Macsuk (19Ô0)# Adequate control of 
Stray- field compo*,ients is obvious# Tlie most stralght- 
forward.'method for the control or elimination'of stray
. v # K :  ' .' - "
Æ„ -
I&y--
V K . ; ;  ,'. ■
ym;:;:
vt' . 
# ? % :  
y” :'.y r.
' fields.,Ip by: the we, of '̂guard.riaĝ '' electrodes# % .
''''flg.:.(2)'-show8rkhe\àWil6aklon,of the principle. In 
this tochnlqno the potential 6f the guard ring is made 
^"Identical with' that of the central'electrode# In such ;
oaoeo due impedenco of the sample under the central 
-, elPotrbde will be determined directly uhihfiuehcê \"''' '-̂
.,: b y '0tray field problems# oince'the field cohfisurati6nk:/--\'\-Â ^̂  ̂
is kept perpendicular to the central electrode# À 
'l\,guard rihjg/arrangêment operates, Gatlsfactorily.in' -
. V .  ' ''/establishing n miiform. sample field only if the 'total 
diameter of the arrangement D is large by comparison 
with the electrod separation d# Tl̂ io requirement 
particû  ̂ at loïfer frequencio%3 will lead to great 
dif#cuitiea with/i.electrode('polariGation#-. --It-ca n,. be- 
oeen that In measumiients ' of - capacitance in a dielectric 
cujl a eçmprmi&ioè imst be .made to minimise the tzm 
- Wjdr .%iectrod6 effects# A suitable choice of apparatus#, 
.̂ /̂(frèquencÿ.'and $%ethod' of mëàaür#Wht'-'ah(l,6péî atih#:diâ ^
/ ofthe ' electrodes, must be dependant on the particular 
measur^ problem involved and the accuracy of the 
. ̂ finâi ' r e s u l t ÿ d e $ i z ^ d * i \ : 3 " '3-yLx 
Serrai mothodo have been described to calculate 
/thC;#)^le .çapudltance and dielectric'constant from the - - ' ' 
/.'total measured, impedenoe# A brief review of the . :
. ^techn(qw,a:;att^^ in this inveatigcition follocf 
, ̂ together/ with n more detailed account of the 0nal 
method of ohoieo# ' ' ' .' o:
.'i / ...
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L i n e a r - o f  Cm to in̂ lnlike:!'frë^ue^
.:; \(Qnciÿ\1930):*" In this method Oacly Ÿzao ahie%;kp:-l- 'V/'''''::': 
plot graphs' o'f (M-'against'log ::f/%d fohmd'that 
frequencies ,Cm-tends to Ce#' This-method'requi^^
. - rather,a j,a#jge/-;fréquency range he g o v e r i ^ d : f  
2#5 Mig) and that the solution under test does not 
 ̂/ present. .;a:;dièlçiç6̂  ̂ relaxation , over this/. frequency
rangé (^erry Oncly 1941)# A frequency dependant
power function i*3 used as a correction for polarisation
' %%lch is given an f * * f p r  platlmm electrodes, but 
./::the Value , for stainless' steel- is uncertain#/;.4y/;,';
'-'̂(2)/,'Liheaf plot of Cm'dgqihst'Gm^ (Young/.:l967;̂ ^
.̂:/%Wher̂ .̂ negligible# equations ,
, /(13)':ahd:(14) are valid. Assuaglhg that::Co[ahd':Lq:Ore:/ŷ  
constant for any ono solution# a straight line graph 
/I"'wili/be .'obtained b y ' p l o t t i n g ; L c  being 
the/slopé'/of-the:'. llnO.- ' T W  and %.$c  ̂'
. ' wi.th 'Gs'̂ can be, found by 'making -measurements - on solutions- '." ' ' ' ' /'. ; "y:'":/:/:::-df 'knc%?u_;çlé%étrle constant# =: %e\method'is useful, dnd.-,:;-;:./;; 
://was/used tp'#';.sm̂  ê î tcnt -in',thé estMatl6n.'of'iWuc""'''T̂^̂^̂^̂^̂^̂^̂^̂ 
tapce (Schwan 1963). However# the possibility of 
disturbing, elçct̂ êdo . p o l a r i s â t facts. -canhpE -be ';/
- l^pred ev̂ ;':at';:-k%M\'̂ ^̂  stainless steel
. éieétrodéa.y "'', .
- (3) E%;trm%e.;ëI@etrode, separations (SchWah'and'/WcWc'; ", 
'1%0)-: '- Appropriate use" of' the pertinént\,eqWtions/--glvén\
- /- shown that ayiogàritha^ie of /the'-'apparent'-dlel
. i 1-'
'.i.;
constant as a function of electrode separation will enable / 
'.dielqckri&yccm̂  l̂ ktreme , ,
valueo of l̂lstanee of electrode separation are chosen 
to emphasise independently either polarisation •. 
contributions (short distance) or stray field ones - 
(long distance) and when these terns are subtracted ,
from the experimental,da ta one obtains thè correct ' -, 
sample dielectric constant# In practice very large 
Interelèctrode separations are required# in thé order 
of 100 to 200̂  mm# to enéuÿe/that. onlŷ  stray field . 
effects ,are measured'at large!'distances. - / - L :
(4) Small electrode separation vojTiatlon (Rücke and 
d̂ %tisj.'î  ïh/'thlsÿméthQ:d/m̂
are made for two slightly different spaclngs of the .-
cell electrodes. iRien this is done# the dielectric
constant of the solution can be obtained without
Imowing the absolute value of the polarisation impedonce# / 
tlî  latter appears only as a parameter in the calculations 
and Is eliminated. For t%m different electrode positions 
the follcKiî lng aquations apply (Bchwan 19G3)
"//i'; • %(S) X- g(p) « , . ■ (7.6)
' ' . , %(8) -!• K(f) « ggCO) -■ (17) ' . ' ' _. J
from-ï&idlti hv stib'fcjcaetiou ■ ' • . ' ' ' ,'
%(0) - K%(8) Zi(0) " ZpJO) (18)
- i m
■ " ' ■ - ■ : :' : '  : '. . {V'• V' :' : ■ ■" ' 3  3,-?liere f. ..is '%j?sdeac0 i:"'S: ' is /safejfete g P ;l8,;pdl8;;l8a&io8.', ' ■ ■
0 is ' ofesQsrvaftie»'.'
It can b® Boûa that equation (18) is ladependant of'
■ gleeteocte polajrisatioa- itnpedencia. ïha eechnique. iB ' r’’
‘srigoroits aM- .accwrafce but is based oâ'a' Certain: msaber
>£ asampftienss' (a) Gcmstanoy of pollarlsatloa'impedswa
i; is' necessary ao Viie- .electrode opaciîig- is varied (b) ' ,
6c “ ©•» tb'ia will depeiid bn'tbe '&pareaiice of ■ electrode;
' ■ ■ conducSaebe.'(e) Co.mist be -a-constant :as, a function'' of/ :
d'latanoo,:.\d: (d),.botb Gs and’6s'uiust be .proportional
. _ ■ * ■ ■:■• / ■■' ' ., f . M  •■'. " . ' : / ,......... - . '■■-■'• I > '• 5 • ■ '.-I..'
/ to 'A8SimptiW8'(q) and (4) " ^
are only yéri'# in an ideal-vCeil.- W t  all(:the-aast̂ ptiqnA' 
'^re/generaily/'%Ifiiled and în-'̂ 'pràqùiee can be..cheeked/ 
limitatlphq pf the technique are that polarisation 
lmpedenç<%0'''h@co3Ràe- larg^ -ih ' c^pariaon, -%Ath ' namplh ../
/imped(2nces:at'.lqw frequencies and/that/miutw error$'.'/'̂ \ :// 
' in'the"dete3^inin8 of observed impedcnca r(\fié.6tà in . 
large--rélàtive -errors of ' Thia_. \ '
technique/'providO^ '-'# aimplê:; 8trai#itfprî7ard ahd\acéur$t'̂ , y..: 
measure/of thé dieïêOtric c o n s t a n t i s  calculated;:',,,,; 
from the measured capacitances Gi and Cg# corréppùnding 
tô̂  the electrode -qpacinga/idiĵ  and 'dĝ hy means'of the -
" .  /K(dg"dil. 'i(ë) .




:wlth Its ability''të':/çorrect::'8imp̂  :
$lqçtrôdaof%çW (SIww l94Z)/%#é'fl4éll̂ ^  ̂ after
a nWd y mf all.;̂ %é'.techa%ues. mê ^̂  above# 'as the 
.'mo$t:auitable"fo#̂ ^̂  nrésent/qkudyV /''-r'"
4 *' ' Measurcmomt, rof 'Dieluctric.
.̂' : ' '/In-ordersto'\àvoidÿW cotitrlbuti%$/#<#'elnotrôd^^
\pplarièation#''maa#rem of/'capacitënc'ej.ànd' côndüùkàncé̂ : 
, were 'deWm'du'^d im the low radio fréquehçÿ rangé*
:'Thè apparatw-''êùh8iatéd'qf;y.a signal.\gçmèratpr'#/''brldge#'- 
detèctçr " and/mëâ8u#h'@yq ''Gignal/#ohé#tqr:i%
dètector.vWa@ type "8il260 ma:hù##tarod by^thè/Uayna lCo3:r 
.00*: ..Ltd##New/Mal.dën# Surrey/* à'keheral nurposo
bridgé' ..source./'and 'detector cove#ng-,thé' frequency "radgé/]. 
ip'O.idI'g to 1%/"%^# ' Push button attenuators''.ére- pro^ 
toednkrdl thé é level and detector input
\Benéitivlty#' A meter facilitâtes visua'i.detéctiph'iof/...̂ /̂̂  
thé null point* T!ie accuracy of frequency calibratiô^ / 
'ia claimed to bàv> 2% of .the indicated'value»:dud.-ht 
each frequency uo^d'the source'#aé/cheeked .uéiù^'^ 
cékputlng counter (Racal %2î,Raeàl Inctfuments Ltd*# 
Windsor# Berks)* The bridge was a radiO""frequency type 
'Bl̂ Ol alao manufactured by "the Wayne Kerr 
.ie'a' thrée^temiiual# transformer ratio'̂ arm admittance'..'./;/ 
,.bridge': providing., mqasu^^en'ta'/qf .-eapaeitaĥ  and./cqn̂ .
duqtance 'pyéix̂. 'Ü%e%#ëi^ rangé/100'4#g' to.-'''Y.';:/'/;
The main advantagoo of the tranoformw bridge rélevant 
. tô  th'i#''=liwhstigation'r̂  in//lté/ability'/té .i;/
.'T.,-
 ̂-, very, email;/ capadifealtee vàiüép # /qny/'st%y8 .-/presehk"' :1m 
';/■, ■ the - bridge .'can bé':balaaoëd:' out/'for itl̂ é-'ébosbU'-'̂
before' mqàaureméhW.'arê-.mad'e#/â̂ ^̂  : / /.y'/;
;'"' ' - 'M%jedemceb./é.ùnile to. ;/
' .'cmipletely eoimteraoted by:"the .app'ropriato -tioe' qf ■tho., / ■- 
third the\-briégé*/%:.& .
%. - aecuraey Is given as i/. 1% ‘for; tbe'meaeuarememt ranges./%//'' 
0*001 pF tô,. 0.1/UF ..for. c'apàeltanqe- âad- % - û - . to %'
';1;:57T ■ ■ for:''dohdùçtanqé#i:%;r:Tb 'cell:wa8/éy':)
' microiaet'er- PmT&ttlvityy jlg' D. "3% 'ma%mfaeturM;;"%^ / y ' 
;;Wâyne iCer̂ z# - tbls,-/:#as. initially'/deblgped'--for .'measurlhg://̂  _,ŷ
'; ■ /'."the ■ dielectric" properties" of ; soiidoW'terl but ..ïqrî:'-' - / ,;v 
the'/present.'work‘It .wasy.imdi'fierl by/gluing ' à'-piee'e of / /-/
■ 'Farapex./25;; mm ;dq#p' with/%f;32/'mm di(:œfef/;hqte/;iâ 
, ;ô'emtral?,y\ o%%to. ,the',(baser platO/ so/that : liquids ;'ecmld' be/y/' ■ 
placed .l).eWeen:dbW''% /jig-' le;/a'’F̂ termiiialy'' '
, ' /deÿlçé #ibh/'/é\s;?#W/̂  ënbùre/'that they/ '//̂ //'l/
'field .through .thè/pample/was/unl̂  .mieâ cmieter•■///■''/
.;. ' le, fix,ed' to' 'the/.miovable,:.; upper/eiett#.x and mrked/,of£,;. /
/"' ' y:'im'.m%it8" of üVd025ipHU'/:''All c6impctlbW''':l):Gtw /'  ̂./
. were made ywlth'-'grounded; coaxial':qàbla .-with:-'lead. lengthôy ;
y\/.;'y:y:being\kebt 'sqürçëG'/
' of'érror-'duey to /lm:p;e/inductanco values ana ; cMS.Ily :;':-y/-/ /
, :.,./. enabled-.stray ''capacitances'' bp:ybè;7bëlancecl̂  The:% /
.'. ■ // /'■'/ ■'All/tlieleclrric- çcMStant-'dotormiiiatibne. ,'were made/:' % '// 
/ /:'.â't..'the' aame 'teFperature/'at;.whicl//ee3Jy-'aggre8ati:oP'::aiK@/,:̂ ^̂  ̂ '
■ '■"/çléetrĉ fer̂  condueted ̂/'the' 'whole ̂âppafabusf'/ y/.'̂'-;:/:.
- .//.being ■ sob/up constant,'tqmparature/rom i- -In' all-'bhe/ /
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Fig. 4. Dielectric measurement 
apparatus
showing: Source and Detector
Measuring bridge 
Dielectric cell
rasults- glvcmphere;/the"method''of used / '
' e a : c e p 6 _ ^ . i 6 ' i i i
In this -mèthpd '.the, bridge waG-:-.:ba^^ '/'/:/{ .
ehosem ‘Sreqùeney; with ' çomiéating^'leadaVattached #■ - the; .■ ; -. ;///?/:/'; ; .■ 
jig: was. ' them ashcm^léd # : ..ablutlm&. 'inftod#'#;'betv/een ' the 
eloètrodoà'and :the. measured ' capaeitahce ̂ aad;'.conductanca '■ " / . : , 
wèré'ydataràiiiéd''at /two; electrode." spaeiûgë*: /;,*ïhé . ■ ■ ./;"■■ '
procedure ' wae/ them: immediately "'repeated' to : check ■ the • ' , /// ‘ =
reliability ' thé €irst; set "of values#/, Meeauraments' . ' /%
could' ba/made'* on ■sdlutious';wlth ..apeeific''couductlvltlao / ;
#e '-chigh'as 20Ô Dielectric:/cô .
'âoteminationè/'wara usually: cà3:3Æ#ê;/où;̂  - 7 i45'# '
this helng the pH .value;'of./the' 'vaftoue.'aggregating madia 
la/whieh the "cells. ware" GÙsüehded;.'-':'Measuremetitd{'of ' " : : i/
specific ' conductivity: were also carried ;qut‘ht/'tlié;; app-’ 
ropflate téàipàrâtùre- In/.Mdipmeter,CDM/,2e;::eondUctiyit̂  ̂ . 
meter with-€0G-.114 mêàaùrlng/deli;-(cell; cohataht''
6;5 mirl). ’ ‘ . c/ ; ■ ; /''/■'//':/ ■/■ ",■■ ' ■ : ,
' The com%iq(mds:;i:di6sê;'aqhôoud''''% , . '
wérè '• estimated, were-obtained’ from'various; sources# • The . ''/f -
glycine ' diglyàinà' /%(%''dqittràn weta '''Obtained'';from'Sigma/;. ,•,' ;:/-://;,/,; 
Chemicals Go# # 'P^sorbitbl 'wàa 'purchaaed ' ffom Koch-tLlght ' . ' ’
and' Co#'- Ltd.; and; Ficoll.-(à/ùoiÿsàcrosé) -:wae/obtained . ■ 
from ■ Pharmacia who ' reported àyéragè' molecular;'- ' - ; - ' :/ . - ' ' ' ;
weight- 'Of 400',#008.' /Bolutlras were/made'up '.'in,-double ,>/
Èlaës:.distllled':watër;:ahd'/brôughts'6o':''thé/̂  pH' '''/h'-./.y
with' O.Oi/trîethanoXâmlne ;0a'.a/i:bMldmeter ,25. ■ "//'•' /•-
pH'meter* ■ Oaaerayily-;ad'dluin hydroxide was not: used ,'to , - '..:/'
adjust the ' pit /because'' its ' high .ionie-’mobility/Interfefddd - - ; '// : . '
;r:
9 8
witb-.aceurktè.oiéaauœtents of capacitance above specific
- . . '/ - i iconductivities of
were of - ://..,///' .
Tissue Cultüré#%////:Ji .% -/ rg:
(a) Materials*:?':■ Hanks saline,, calcium and/''ma'gaesi#m,, 
free Banks 8alinè"<(CMF)-, dian#nethane totrâcèt§té/',/ÿ 
solution in 0 #  (EDTA)y and suspension media/^^re/madeg : 
up with the following composition#
Hanks saline,* to imke up one I 8 gm NaGT^ 0*4
gm KCL 1.0 gm glucose 0.35 gmBaHro*^ 0.5 
1 cm^ phenol rê%0* 14 ^  Cabl^ 0,1/^
0.1 gm MgCl^.éBoO 3 gm Tris made up to one dm^ in 
-̂double glass distllléd/watèr/'̂ itht.pÉvadjusted̂ tp//̂ ^̂ ^̂  
with Bci.
CMF* saline - to'make .up one 1 dm-̂  , 1 gm NaCl 0, 37 gm. "
%(C1 0.3 gm Ma^ HBOA; IZBgO 0.24 KllgPO/̂  1 gm glucose 3 
gm Tris 2 'phemoi' red ;made:,.up̂ ::to .:9m ,dm̂  in double , '
,'glasa = die tlllecl;'water with pH adjusted to 7.0 with : HO I, - 
EDTA "* to thé above ingredients for CMF saline add 0.001 
mol dm"3 BDTA and &idjust to pH 7.8 with MHCl.
Suspension Media a 1:1 mixture of Hanks saline and 
Medium 199' ( ' Flow Lab. Ltd.). Medium ,199 was. 
purchased as a lOsc concentrate and is usually diluted 
to the normal concentration with double glass distilled 
Wétér* In this investigation, thë various compounds 
used to alter the dielectric constant‘were made up In- ■/ 
the double glass distilled water was added
to the lOx Concentrate of Meditm 199, the pH was then 
adjusted to 7*45 with/H^ Control solutions of Hankn/
'-i , / / /  ,v/
3-99 .media ware modified=) in a' similar way "by - additions of -
D'-Borbitol :'and HaCr’;to'-:giva equal pH#. Ipnlq/'Strongtb. ' ; 
and • pomplarity'tq _'bqtb ..experimental and control' solutions. 
All manipulations in tissue 'cul tqre weazà --carried \ 'out?, under 
sterile' conditions ..-and all 8o3uti(ms' - a terilÏ2:ed ';by ' /■".,
passage;; tbrotigiT praviously .autoçlâvéd miilipore;'filters . •; - 
(Milllpore-̂ Go. H.S.A.;):#'/./All; glassware/and/ instruments / ”/ " 
were' thoroughly- .washed ;and; sterilised : by;lieating '"at / - 
160% for U\F0;hours..-, -Hltpx'®-'cell ■sleves'..(MteK,'lew ’ ;// 
York) i weresterilised by au toe laving for .'15 mliis.. at , ' / /, ' 
normal,pressurcw'' : /
(b): Methods; - Fo.r' 'each : experiment. ' one ;'or .'two; do^en ' ■'/'";
fertilissed iieh/'eggB/. (ï)eka.lb .'strain)/were - incubated/ât : • /-' 
37%.' ■ On the 'appropriate day/-pf :iheubation;/(7''days 
for Neural retlna/ahd ;3 -days/for/limb .bud.-:preparatl0na)' / / / 
the 'embryos., werè/.removed ' aaeptleally;, from;/the -eggs . and, ,, ■ ./■ 
placed.-In Hanks ;sèline* The requiïràd-organs were ‘ ■ "
dissected out -froÉV'/tdie; embryo ;intp;. a-separate dish /■’ ■ / 
containing 'Hanks saline at leas'-than ;3%/- . From, this.
-Stage onwards#' 'great'-care/was'/taken': to keep-■ all,tie sues- ■' 
used for experimental purposes -below this.;, température , : 
by using cold solutions' "Tissues'/we'r̂ ! 'disaggregated ,.■/';■, 
by the following technique (Curtis and Greaves 1965) .
The tisBiaes .were, washed-'.threetimes-in'CMF ealina and; v// 
then' ;-trea'ted' ifitk-' O'.'OOI ""mol ;dm'̂;'̂/-'EDTA -saline for '7'minutasV' 
After -three further .washings''-:-in-. GMF - saline, - the/''tissues - - 
were mechanlcally/disaggregated.ih^ CMF/aallhe by. repeâtëd':./.
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gemtl'ë/ flushing tbrottgb flrotly-a .A'fide bore pasteur' ' . ■ ■■ ■; eeooWly n fine bore pipette* Gare was
all cases to avoid over vigorous flushing and
consequent bubbling of air through the suspension. The
pf̂  cell suspensions was then perfonned,
Is were centrifuged at 2S g at 3^G for three 
tea to sediment any cell clumps# A second harvest , ^
of cells was Btmetimes prepared from the pellet obtained 
from this centrifugation by re-'susponding the pellet
F : saline and reflushing through a pipette. The - ' ' 
:ant of the first centrifugation (or the pooled 
ts when;a second harvest was made) was split 
into two equal volumes and then centrifuged at 300 g
at 3 %  for ten minutes to sediment the cells. The
containing cell debris was discarded. The 
of cells were then rê ŝuspended in Immm 
of the required rc'^aggregatihg media one being ÿ
defined control solution for the particular experimental 
medium under investigation. The cells were dispersed  ̂ /
by use of a fine bore pipette and the media passed - ;
through'Mitez cell sieves of lOum mesh sise to ensure 
that 'the-Vast majority of small cell clumps were removed*
The cell- cphcentratidn was detomlned by haemocy tome ter
rrlata dilutions made to bring the total particle 
of experimental and control suspensions 
to equality. The cell suspensions were then either, _ ■
transferred to couette viscœietèrs previously prepared y ' _ ' -
in a constant temperature room (2*5̂ :' and
# #
..'■* _. *% , rfii
under Identical conditions oE shear for 3$ minutes %̂ lth. ̂ ..    ...y"' . . . :/ ::::yy:ùfy%3regular samples'being--'taken''ànd-tréneferrèd to:haemô'v
cytcmeters. for, eounting';;Or, .;plac in the, eleetropliq
cell also. prWiWaly:;'0<0g?':̂ ^
of/many céilé y
be described bélô y*




5# . ' Celi-ÉlectronWrèsia of W^rÿènlc Tiseûéŝ ^̂ "̂̂
^/Ifscbarged groups are ;presGnt;dn\aiaurface,,/a^
.electrical, double layer is formed* It..:consistssof 'an.v.; : y . . - - y i’; ;'•' iS . ' )..'i - - ' SiSySSS
équivalent amount of charge of opposite sign distributed % 
near the interface in the aqueous solution* This charge" /' SS ' i , : . ' y-'. . ' V -on €hà eurfâce gives rise to an electrostatic field in
SISy #vS -' '-. -'f i :ïa
# *'tîiô ' meditito''''éurTOraâtof» the païtîsîte, . taotentiàî. .• ,of
.y-, . . :... . -  : S m #
SSSfl■thlG jîtèld dsropB e%pone«tiatty-'Wây. fzèm:;the. 
ïhîs affects adsotption to the surface ̂ andv-the.vihtèE*-
ŜS-S. :;aàt|Pïi' of particles in';adhesion*'- thé-'Surface..chargé; 
may. he due either to adsorbed araphipolar'ions or to the' ;-.- -'■-'" ■--.' ■ ' ' - ■ ■ '-■ ' . ' .- ■'■-' ' ivXoriginal-'structure'of the surface. ■ . ,,-:'t-,- ,' - ;
. -'''X':' :':- :": '.:f' _ if an electric field is ■ applied' to a system conoiatins
I :. of a anlW and. a liquid phaae,'--thexcii wilTbc 
'//̂.bf'''bne phnoe relative to th'6:btherj':at.'n. velocity ' ..- 1"::/;%/̂
 ̂ d^ the boundary potential acrosa the piano
:\'0E shear,' the :,s;eta potential t . Gohvaroeiy., IE one ...
phue"̂  la moved mechanically relative to the other than’ . ' ■ ‘ ’  ̂‘ -''à\:pntcntiÀl:$yrè to-éé-the #.
will" be/eet''%p*%ey'o#gin.; pE :theaeyeiectrokihetie.' 
iphenomeha -' was . giro t'recognised: hyi'QhWck^ (1861-) : who
y-"l" ##a#
. -iput'''forward, ̂0)ie.,Ga3:l;lest;;- concept; of ,-tbe-̂ ;;elactrical?- \ -\/y y\: :y.
, / double l a y e r ' th'io'■' theory: %iel6hoI.t% ■.(1879) , derivedfr'-' [ ' ; | 
-'the relatloriîsîiip between the/y|loelty,- aiid"they ;
■zeta potential',' - ' . : ' /- /\ : ' ;y / .:
: ■' I'-'I'V . ■ l- ' - y y ' : ' ' : - ■ I.- (%0) ■yy- ̂
where' £. is :théi:.elfie_t3̂ osta.tie ' .dielectrie, ''cons'tantV: . Â 'the ; '. • ' 
vlscoeity-oiz:;the,{mW ,vE- is:"the.,.,field/etreng  ̂ 1 :,:/
Although - the:' o:»flgihal' theory::'irrvolvec! no ' -
:aesumptl0ae';.r0g0rd.tog the ;otrueture,. of the,.dqublê/l.aŷ  ̂ ; ■ 
"some -generals: 'info Nation 'on the .dietributloh "d£ - ions'',at?',̂ ■ 
an. interface?io' necesGary-to- the understanding .of .- y ':?y|?;y y- 
prpceaaëq. -occurring w  the surface, : -The ?:^ebr y ; now -y: -'?'???-. ; 
^accepted is-̂ thai:':-.developed by:'Stern,..: (1924), -which': Embodied ' 
the -pftociplas - ̂tt'vEorwàrd ' -and::- Üpbÿ;'b'hd y,?yy?"? ■
Chapman*' ■ .Halmhpltïs' predicted?.that .the double?,layer -.-" 
c ona tl tu ted/ a / lei?, plate: condenser.',: but:''this'was,.,-/?
criticised by : -  ̂f nd. .Chapman im- the.'’ basis ;̂that-'’themal, ''■'.■,
energy would/ten4.?to; dlstribute:-:'the ;;ioas :throughput: thp./- /. 
solution. ' Xn’.plade' they.postulatod':a-:' diffuse'̂^̂  ̂ipn'0' ,'i'.';:̂:?'. :' ’:, 
atmosphere in '.rhich the ’potential■„ falls .■' to - Herd-:: tlie' -'?-y.- 
distance\'‘̂/iC''-s? the stati'stic'al thickness "of the..dbuble y : 
layer ., : .Thia'\o*mple. picture, predicts^a capacity of'-the 
-double layer; .hlpîèrythan-','that, pbtained ■ experimentally $'</:/ ?'. 
the. cllocrepency being' attributed ’'to-- 'the, treatra'ent of/.,:.;?■??.'■
: i'on'a as - point ' bhargea;::;:- 3 teim \:'̂1924)-:'':sh#Ŵ ^̂  -alone  ̂/?;.,
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meithe): the the'diffuoè layer theory /
.was "adequata-aW he developed a theory enibodying the 
aeaehtlal,'characterise The doU[)le?.laÿër. y;.//
la^'thus divided into two parts;-one -a%)pro3rjLmately a%ingl(! 
i%/.ih?thialmeh$ retnaiiis/â  in contact with the 
;aurgaee,. ̂1%'- -thio layer there is a sharp fall in /% 
potential* se'giodd' part".̂ ektendo into the liquid
phase., and io diffuse,, thezmml'aggitotionperrAite frco 
6E.?̂ the',iouo:#/' The 'diotrlhution 'of pbeitivo - 
and- négative-r.iW^ hmyevcr,"imiform since the
electrostatic field at the surface results?in.the , , '
attraction of ions of opposite oisn, the charge on 
the surface is equal in magnitude but opposite in sign / 
to the- chàrgQÀ\,p#-^^ and fuse" areas' qf the
double layers.:" '- y'-; y'-" /: -
A.preciae mathematical treatment of.the r̂ l̂.ationshlp: 
hetWeh thé ,,seta potential .and .the. migration velocity . 
was -not ,%mWlati%'d for'-many' yearn#:^ ' ?
for(#r^ by Hohnholtfs and Perrin and miore recently by 
Debye Ruckel and Henry. Smoluchowski (1903) regarding 
elaqtrophoresio as the reyerséK/.-qfyèlêctrçÿpsW 
the equation, 'f: ' %
fcV ■ »i)
This ' ' equation can #e apptiëd to. partioièé x.bf '̂ ny e
shape or oriêntation/:jpÿ6yided they/b^yS/yeas^^
tliiC''radius <.of/'curvature of the surface was at/aliypqln# SS
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muoh -'greater
Debye and- lWè%î:'':(1924)?;p]̂ ^̂  a\direct'"dérivatif
of::;ah ,electrçpbbr̂ ^̂  r'quation.J a. ocinaideratiodvof' 
thé; forceoyactipg-oa u, charged particle subjected 
a p p l i e d ; y i a  idehtiqàl'''to tbe&-bf.' 
Smoluchows&i'-:e%ce#/#ÿ''%he/cqWtWt*'?/% fihai-i:,/
’ S'quati».0n,,. wh'i-di "iiiay be, written : -- - '■ :-:. •; •
' is.' yalld ̂ Indépendant : qf'/sise/and ohapèi/of- the pattiqle;^
but/the 'CO%Wtant/G dê iends on both theae:\fa'ct03Z8/:;/';̂  -"-. - :
Anaiysio of the hydrodynamic equations for a sphere and
a cylinder gave va3.ue8 for C an and Ts:
rêcpçctivélÿ*"::Y:Moon'̂ y (1931) and Mcnry (1931) indepepdT/?
-antly" àhowed'̂ :thàt''::tï̂  ̂ theories applied to dlfferrent ':
limiting casës; #)ile Smoluchowoki assumed the radius
bf'cnryatm:e of the particle was-great compared to. the - :
double layo):z thickness, it wao implicit in'the treatment,
pg"Iliebÿ#'':;eed'' Huokel that thé radius'-ô y.curvature woo
small cmipared with -the thickhesOyOf the double layer.
'Dëbÿo and:iluckel''"a that thè applidd''potential wao
imdiaturbed by the presence of the migrati%% particle,
an-iàâGiWptiom. only.: atrictly.valid. %A0n .the condücfâhcÿ:::''
of; thè particle io,identical witli that of _the mediW 
or 'when the pmrtielo is so that no appreciable
distortion ôf-%é&mèdiùm\0ccurp in the double layer*.
!' ■î!,v , •
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Since in général the conductance of the A
particle can be taken as %ero this theory applies only 
to very small sphores. Clearly then the mobility of 
/ particles under conditions intermediate between ■:the:̂''yyg‘ 
two limiting cases %9ill depend on the relatiyê ;.value 
of thé radius of the particld# and the thickness of 
■ the double Myert ,Generally:cthe:;a3:iginh SmoluchoWaki ' 
équation can be ap%>lied under the following conditions*
/’ (i) the radius of the particle lo much greater ; than 1/k ;
1/]̂  at 0,1 mol diu"̂  ionic strength (approximately 
■'physiologlcai) is 0*97 nm. This condition is easily 
satisfied In studies on. tissue cells ■"which have radii ’ 
not lass than 2 urn* (ii) the particle surface is 
, non conducting^ this condition is also fulfilled in 
'the case of tiaeuo cells wherè membrane reals tance is 
of the order of 20,000 ohiËs per
values of.dielectric ’constant (static) and viscosity 
"■are ;appilcablc',:'ih/̂ a double layer. Lyklema and 
Overbeek (19611 have discussed in detail the variation 
' of both dielectric constant and viscosity .in the double 
■' layer and its'relation to e lec t r oklne tic potentials.
. They:-conclude that variation of dielectric Constant X-": ./? 
is small: at-;the:-field "'Strengths normally found outside X -  ̂
the slipping pl̂ an̂  and in consequence there is lll̂ ely ? 
to be only a ëmall error_in, calculations.':of .'zetà potentials 
, The variation ;0f viscbé̂ by:; in "the outer part of the 
donble\'layer/̂ :is more a'ërious, thohgh-'hot/af thé.,




the effect: is to increase the value of %cta potential 
calen]ated by a given'electrophoretic measurement by
nome 10%’\fôr:cella'in approximately 0#5 mol 'iomicx.;/;-// 
8tr0ngthvmedia\xxx̂ /?̂ ''X/7X _ ' "" ' ' r
' In addition to these 'pointa'''Wan dohAider'ation is ; ' '.
taken of the cell surface which may be crenated or 
folded instead of a that
the calculation of surface potential. from electrophore.tlc 
measurements can be scmewhat uncertain* But despite 
these more detailed points of criticism^ electrophoretic- 
data is of great value for the type of comparative study _ 
/generilly mdertakeu in/îAplégleai-;.research*
6*v-X'"oèll-Klaetrophorosis "of Embryonic' Tissuesy.#' ' emexi
The apparatus utilised- for this investigation was
the Particle micro-electrophoresis apparatus Mkll, 
cons turc ted by Rank Bros. ̂ Bottloham, Cambridge* Here ' 
the individual cèllé are followed under microscopic 
observation while under the i,n,fluence ■ of a knom applied 
• field* Facilities for, both circular and rectangular 
cross sectional cells t̂ ere available, in-this stqdy 
the coil of circular cross' section was, employed* Tlie ’ 
/advantages of this cell are (i) small cross sectional . 
area, resulting in a smaller current and less polarisation 
at/the electrodes * In the present study no complications 
due to polarisation were apparent * _ (it) ' GonŴ bibm:::-?.?. 
currents are minimal within this cell type* (iii) Heat 
exchange with the thermd's'thtt-ihg:i is - more efficient
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cell rectangular .may
aiso.'beXnôted tïïa't ' :6be - tbin-*%Aliëd, Cÿl Indricèl: cell 
provW^rd h #  otbo}? ëdvantagésy over Ehe frequently used 
.tblck"W13"éd'//(̂  ̂ ' ééllà ̂'X? The: thlck̂ %*j;allëd'̂  -
W a t  bè\ground"'dGŴ  ̂ on the'/-vl#fing/pl;̂ é' so
/th#t' obseWati'imë/ÿre a eyllndrloai"//'
pi^OTConcave; "ieWï. - :Th'0;::lieade uhcert&in ''optical ' ' 
.corrections' 'whèùxioéa'tin̂  tthè stationary'/leVeleV;?,' \%e 
-major̂ .disadvantage. of thé 'ey] indr0_a)A'cell /i'$?:that 
se.ttiihĝ vof Xlarge'-partlelesr-Wto:thé; lowé%;wall of 'the:-, 
cëil.^y affect' the eléctro-oamotie'velocity ./over that^ 
%#li and hence affect the symmetry of the cell and 
cÈati^ârÿ layers* Tliis %7aa found to ,hq 
thexpÿéëent otudieovaihce.little'settling occurred in- 
' théxrathèr: high viacoaity media'used#/??-Thei:ele 
provided of platinum and %lacked'%
RéÿérëihléXçlec)̂ ^̂  e,g,* Ag/AgGl, .'arè/qiao\ct̂pnlŷ ^̂ ^̂ ^̂ ^̂  ̂
used for alqctfqphoretic -meaeurcmenté̂ /hüt, platinum 
'has the advantage of lasting, for'very with
no'"treatmènt:; exëèpt washing requiredX''/Al&6:'̂ eqptaô ^
' of'a Aioipglcal/ayq tern "by , toxic'ions'..'suchi or- :V
l8 avoided* , ' - _,% /
,.\X The. cylindriWl-cell^ma'fished'^ points "into; ?"
a movable thermootatting bath. The cell w##illuminated" '. '.r - '. X' '' ' . . / ' ..y. """ : " .from"thq aidexbyx^ iodene lamp-, rfoqus'Inĝ pf
-light 'beamî (̂ 66-'the/celf~̂ ^̂  accomplished 'b'y'means'--of:X.-?
'contrôla provided.'*': - À etandatd/binppu'lar micrôacôpë wâ X%:̂
''Uàéd./to - observe? the, mjbryonic .cells.. in the -.capillary
tube, ; the.. c#j Wti^ÿWing]#%éW^ » / cel), ' :
X :%#B,.vle%md.fr(#:_above using a 205:'long %mrking. dis tancé?
X. ' objective. A micrometer measuring to ân accuracy of 
OiOO% m^ to mpya the microccopo up and down
such that.ahÿ?level in.the'capillary ceil could be 
,-xfpcussedr'upon*:;:̂  'of
\ 'Accomplishedoitu" ; after xfItishing : withX-dî  ̂ yX/:/
' / water',:/a Bplutlôn'/pf Decon was'ieft in the'cell,ovmz-  ̂
night: qnd.^mohcd wut thoroughly/ %fith distilled water 
.the,-hWt-' day. Dlotllled water %fao kept in tho'-cell - '
Xuntiix'qôe.Âo allow 'fqr complete ..leaching-put 'of any ' 
water..sqliAlê-'.cĥ Àe'âii'.;'.'/"X-xcXp' X/''% ' ::X/;XX""'- xxx; x ̂ v/:.:yXx-X/
. Calibration; Bie apparatus %mB provided %?ith an . ^
electromagnetic timer which reads to O.Ol second. A 
.-■’- 'Wltmatey-. "and ammeter are also, provided,. together with 
aXtbërmiotor used as the seî sor for themtostattlng 
purposes. -Tl%/:eyapiece graticule/;(squaresXof?%̂ ^̂  ; X-̂xx? 
' '//lO/'unitsÿ.\was calibrated with the use of a stage micro­
meter (1 am divWod into lOO equal parts). As the objec- 
x.tiye 'in_uêë::%ms water» tmme):sed, calihratibhXtAqx'alAp'̂ ^̂ ^̂  ̂
performed with the objoctlvë in %yater, a simple pet̂ ri- 
dish of wAter ■ with '•■the'.'stage>:micro!iieter placed on the 
'':;botÿ&i:%a$ quite suitablê -/xxx-xX̂  ̂ ''
X y..XX -\/TheTëffeeti%/é'''̂ intër;-electrôdë/distance/'was detesmined ̂ 
' ''frcËn'x'thé/?Aésistanë̂  (at 25%) when filled
withi-aXsOlution of KGl o*: a !mo^ specific conductiyity/??/^? 
/Xr- 'at/ZŜ ^̂  ̂ ?,Th'é/spééifle ...oqndüct̂ ^̂  of ICCl was measured x 
/Asing'A.xËédlg^té#^ /2é c&%ductivltÿ'':Wi,%é?̂ ^̂ ^̂  /v;;:':'X':'-''̂;
m
€00 114 measuring qén..y V.Using :the-''ralationsb%>;
- - .1 '̂'//-r/'i.:; -
where 'L,,1s- the ■ effective-'lAter-ëlèétrode' 'dlsfcancéV' E . ' -
is the -reaiétâuaeXqf^tbe- k€l..spiuticmi- E--'l8:XthexX"X/ - . ^
spécifié' ëonduc.tivity^ - of .that salutipii' and'A ■■Is;'the'' .
cross ' sédtioiiai;• area, of 'the •méàsuriug- ceil, ah'- effective . 
lnter-electrodâ;Aisferice.r,_0f,'82'.;M'-ïhà:wasvol>talried?;for'’ : . 
the cell*' ? . '■:■/. x-y V- I? : X':v?-.
Stationary levels : The velocity-of ;'a. particlefet. any ■
point in ah-electrophdfetlc’Ahli will,be/theXhtOB'-df--the': 
•electfophoretie mobility.And ■the...velocity/of; vfchaxilquld . 
caused, by electro-OGmo'sis ' (Kruyt"-vbl* :t. ■'p'V;-V219v-.X1952) 
which arises, from-,'thé ." doublé' layer/. At - the-'-glass; solution : 
interface.- Electro-osmosis., %'̂ill 'cause .imvement. of 
liquid towards,'one electrode, which' wlti; be;;$klanoed 
by a counterflow of̂  liquid/obeying 'the-,%isuaixiawe'''of-' 
viscous, flow. (Dangham 'at al/1958'). ‘■Flccy And' cdunthr. 
combine to give .,'fefo,X'li.'qui€l'-velocity at'feo'.levels *■ ■. At 
these stationary' levels xtheXtrue.electrophoretic ■ ,
velocity of the particles may' be AbaeCTed* '.'■ It- can he- 
shdmi that the'.velocity'̂ .'yl'b’f'the liquid ,,̂at//anÿ" level \ 
is given by (Kruyt'-vol-.X ix.-.p* X2iĝ  1932).*
where Veo.-is, the electro-oemotic -'velocity■ a/the- -tube -'i '■
radius ‘ and ■ r the ; distance,' from/ the';-axié'/tq' the ' cÿilïKterw' 
ât- the. stationary. ,IWel?%#ere/;yi:/A /?/■' ''■?
This means that'the. eléctrobhôretic velocity can be 3 •*.• • '••?
measured'at a distance h AV2^/£^<#'.:the /centre'j-Qr/atXA/X//̂
. a. V distance from th0';"lnsl<!e/wall/0f XCf.1465/Kvdlameter', ■>;-
' 'of ;cell* _ For, the'present eel)/- thisxcprresp^^ t6..'
a distance -the inside pf/%54/'.-W ■///?;:
:■'! thin walled' cell’■provided nô;?opticai 'eb’rfec'ti'oh:'̂ x ' ?X/:X,X;/ ' ; -'//Xv/;:;;''/X/X’ XX "'Xl/X̂/:: //̂///,:/''''X///.X'/' ̂ xX':"necessary to take into accouht/refracticn:,At. Ahevcellx x-/:;,
XX- : :/;';;::;,;:-;-;//;X/X#'';;:/̂- Experimental; pTOceclufe'r/■■.■■Tissue; eeli/'suspehsiphs. fpr//:Xy-. 
electrophoretic ' studies Xv/ere./made'’/ùp.Xby?,the:■teplm 'yX/';
previously, described', (Tiesue/,culturé/-'techhiq^ .y. The,;/;
' eleetrophpreais--cell- Was,/rinsed -.'with-;/diAblil ’/; -
then thé,'.cell-/and'.ĉ iectrodps Were'-further;/,rinsed\/i#ythé/%
■ cell-^suspension#' The 'measuflng-'-iCell %ms: yfilied;;/toX.the/',̂  
'top.■ of the .electrode. sockëts/̂ Witli/.'oel/lysusp 
the/'exéess displaced,;/by: ’'the;.::eleetfpÜesX;so'/aèX;tô''léave ; ; /. 
no air-bubbles#- ■ The-.- ïÂolè-: measuringyëpp 
In a constant 'tempëràtm:ey-rôprV:A,tx.̂  théyy y
themostattlng' bath usually" had . less '-variability In ;.!, /';.y
temperature# /".The same .-paft .'of thé ;'câi)illafy-Ẑ Wâ  ,■’'al%#iys/ y-, 
used.' for,; both calibratlony;and:Mcfoscoplcal;;'Qbeervatlpnj,Xy 
.;. "this, could be - recoghisedX' bÿXÀhé/X'patté&^^
X.oïi the outer;surfece' of ' thç.XcèiyiX yXFarWîcféoXWéfe'Aimed ,/X;
In ' alternate: d i r e c t i o n s / : ÿôsàfble ' pblaW-WAbibnX?^ 
effectué TeAX'P^^^^di$s "' In' aadKx^dlreAtlWyweiTe timed 
'Eof each' stationary level $ ao’that a'total of forty: - - ^
ré#dihga were obtained in one,experiment#Môbilltle8 
Wére'-'obtained Erom ',tb@ '̂ An-;çÔ#)6%ëxreçipr6càl8:for 
timesyvirecbfclod* %#ere t W  mob) 11 ties in the upper and 
lower stationary sones diffeted by iqore than the 
e%eriment%l e!crpf the results were regarded as un- 
reliable and discarded, ItXVwaa dioeovered that using 
.an-applied yoitage 'of 50 V». transit times'.'cbuldvbe/'Kept 
within 3 to.- ll'Xsaecmds # This time - scale /la- ideal far ' 
cell studies $/Xerr6rs'?in-...starting and stopping the 
tim^r loose Aighlficanco Ayer times greater;.̂ hgn;5''X;/'6̂ ^̂  ̂
seconds ;,,'whils t _:'at' ' times-/-'over -15 seconds:. there --.are ;-?-:'
greater chanÿés'X6frthe<?co.lls moving ?ou6?/ô$:.'the ;statfe '
level* Electrode/èrfccts (polarisation) %fere checked 
for by" 'Observing. 'the;.: amietèr-x,réadit%- with/ hitemating 
polarity of electrodes* If changes in the reading do 
occur elççtrode-polarisation is IndicA^è^l.#HpWeyer 
at-voltages of0b-?y'-.usedX-in.'th this %fas - ;
neyer .seén.wii:hx.any/'pÈ the%:o#ll/;0ua%̂
' ÿhe'viscoaitios^of the various media'XuWd/lhthe 
Invest/lgatioh-tf.ere measured at 2*5%?' 'the/pame temperature 
uhdërv.whiçtî'the .media T/ere used foryfloycülAtioû'and 
electrophoretic studies* Use tvao made of an Ost%mld 
viscometery'-a/sî î'%,:e4pii-larŷ ^̂  alloxfs for
aecüraté .measœemants/. madcv.;::X:The visemieterXwas'- ...X?.x?x\:/ iX/
■cleaned -xvltll; Decon '_Bolùtion?aiA1/,%m8bed x.yXX;X,
double ■ gIaëé>distilledl;Ŵ t:eÿ'''- /dried/ ëlpWlÿ/Ab.'S7?0 »/ '. />?,.?// '//
’Mien:dry.,thë' viBCCMeter' waë/Arougbtxtp: 2*,5?G ih aX/constantX/X';/';"
. tëmppraWrërôan./before ; uBeV?;%Flœyrates 'o'̂'■ the various ; ■  /X/?'X 
media "were Xtbën: observed,. - ■ThèXdèBëitier oP fchè-'média:-; ' //?x:x/X,;: 
ware 'also; Estimated at. 2'̂i-5%. wlth/-iife-;use-?of ̂a’ idcm^ - 
;.deh8itÿ''bottlA/:;(6all Xwhich .cleaned/.and ? , /:/.. , x
■prepared In'thè' Game way-a'ë'XÉhat/ deGcrlhed:for, ;thA/ ' ; . -y- 
Oswald vlGc.ometer.X' ,. -X x/'/y/'-x ; XV-, .;/yx- X̂ /.X'X:>x-X ■■ , /. / '.'//x
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-' /Wtanalnàtiô&xof Dleloctric
(i) .Resolution AE-meàëüt'M 'dëvloe'
After preliminary trlalo with the measuring 
egulpmeat .described. In-Wteszlalaz/eA^'M^^ .it, /' /X̂ yXXv-xX: 
#08 found that\/the:manufaGturero opeclflcatlon for the_ 
,B20i radio frequemcy /Wldge could not be easily met. :
' .In-order to^'diodpy#^ the'tWo'''nmgé/'OE'a8pacitaaùeAad'.?:''-/̂ ^̂ ^̂ ^̂ ^̂  ̂
'condUetahee covmjed by tbo bclcgc? it vzas deëidedxtO/.' x/x,'X?? 
teet^tbèXirësolutiôh qf'th.e B201oa hl^?-quality etaudardc* 
Tbe.'Deparwe^ of.Rleetrlcal &%gMèering?%.!8laeg '. -, :/. - XX; 
X':-University provided» wider the au8piceeÀÔ^?Bÿ^x'foerd^
ra. General Radio,type l̂ SZ.'̂ A detector'tuaed?to--'%\ :' ,\ . . . . \  ̂ y -yy-;''. ;y-'̂;Xx(;:'X/y
-a Sullivan varW)le alr:-eapacitmr'/7Q/:pF%pX'-l% y- yXy? 
_?''aAd a.. Su3.1ivaa dual-dial non reactive decade resiotauGe 
:-bo3uX'''%ése/#aàémrdë'^éreapp)led?tbXtbe B201.-bridge/ - ' '- 
-and.the feâulWZof'the-teat are ohowm'in tablex''(iy.-''':-It''-x' - 
X can be aeen that'/A@/ppmdùcteueë (reciprocal realotaRce)
' ; -ia Æwreaaed ̂ 'the? acchraqy . of the /correspcmdlhg - capacitance -
.:ymeà8urëmént?bëe'(%fê  ̂ tbêre\bélagxa gradual decrease?/
' la the mearmrad value of capacitance to negative values 
. 08 bhe conductcAco riaoG to higher values# Correct' 
readings- of both 'capacitance and 'conduetanco - , " 
limited; to fethe#:narrOw bauds of values» %*eu either 
both capncltauce and-oouductauce'values %9ere higti or - : 




a, j Low 100 ; .:
C pF
WWWRNÜ#  W l'AWmiWA '*W# K'miàü'WW  t # W #lt'a5Ca»
.yy V
, 1000 ' looo;■. ', ' ' : 100? -.' ■ ' 1054,.5'
,200': ', - lOOO; ' ■ .sOoo'- ■,  ̂ ,‘'987.5y '
' loo, , ■. ,1000; #^8 - ' ■ - ' - ;760i-5;
10: ::: '10, '. 1000' 9064 . ; -'638,0 - "yy :■■ •"' 100 ■'iQoo. : ' -'/mS-.o'- -
m loo 2000, - ','144.0' -y.
' ' 200 :'.y 100 4988 :, ; . 80.0:/'
■ 100 .' ■ ' : 100 9-945:- , ■negatCve ', value
âp.B sfôtfcirî ,(bi Block.» 1 '-: ■
•:,ld00 1000 , ' '1003 1064.0 -
/ ,500 1000 2006 ' .■ 1057.0' :
:. 200 loop ,.:,-■■ 5010 9|3,5"
,100 jv ,,. ,1000 10007 ' ■ : ■ '" 716.-0
'10:' & 10 ■'/■ loop-:/-'■;■:■. 10003 ■ -, ',596.0- v/-
Vioo;.: ■' ido /y; '■ 9962 ^ ' ':72.0 'X;
' . 10 . ,,;; -IQO,' no ba.l®nce negative value
■yy
' -' 2 4-
'V:
. X?y:y yy": :■
y:-






tbàt/4't?%m$ynôt,_̂  to eaMmato a-eapacitanoe
reading?withi#%̂ /:ccinÈ àoluëtphk of evëu
■' r  ̂> .-f ■ " . '■ '. î■-■ T- ■ ‘ ' . , - y ' , ■ - ■=“ "' . , 1'- ■. '2̂ ' - ■ ■ \- -.: " ' "■-; J °" ■' ’ 'y ■ r -yy/modqrâ ;o/cmidAdtanoe were bëi%;%#ked» as/thë canaoitauco '. /: X.- 'of thé- aolütiôuë ' imder A^MiMaMén/Wy thlb̂ '̂ lnvestigatlou 
tended .to-W-rathér low*/-' x-:' . " .. "  ^x:%' "
' . ■' : - X ?   ̂ ■' ' ^  *X  ̂  ̂ -  - ' V   ̂ / x x "
y ,  ̂Xr? ' . 'V  - ; r  . f ■. ' .-■ ?
(il) ' Càl-lbrafcioïii o£ tmaàù̂ l̂ng; osll, . ,
FollW#gytba metKod' deGez'lbod' bÿ Sbàw (i942) 





from-measured oapaoitanca bÿ means of equation (19)- ' XxX-̂ - _ (yx.,:-_X - - ̂ ' * .;yXx: ,XXT
where 'Go 'and .K arc constant'for/A'-partlcular dieleotrië"- ' '
Galibration?of the-.ceit'' ''66''Ab'taim- bokh/'Go/and 14
"?'X
was perfôrmed/'with thé'Ü8axAf :Ao#l'(&?:gla'as\di8ti% . .. .
   1 :
yxxxxmxx
- . . X i X X f  
<ftyf
waéar’-and diluee solutions;, og^ËCÏy ' .A . frequemey- of ' , ' /
1 M L  was chosen as the calibration frequonay la orâes"; 2;":0  "'%X /).. '' . ' ,y - -.y'r-y.. \.. '.'. ' - .fy y * . .. .■ ■ ■' : ‘ ' '..'y..vy
MO avoid eléëtÇQêç parallel, - ..iX'yy"
capaelÈàtice mêsâüre'âyfor a scri©è;:b£'.ëlcetrQÜét.spaeiîigB . . '-■■ .- •- . - ;y'V:" y-' ,;■■ ,-y,,,:' ■ - ■ , ,
'Blveh#.yi::.::-X ' ’ >'y- "  ■'yy. ŷ ; L %-y;' y ,y#
'., y . ;y,: / ..yy:'”::,'.'. y ' : - ' ' : - ; y y - '  ".: ;, yXiS' 
-' (26) .
2 C5ai io fchô oafall'éî' Cattâcffea-neo measured,,, è 'is '".' ‘ 
the dleiectrle constant of the ..solution under ' test, cl,
■ -f. . , ,y 'i.,y .. ;■.: " ' y. ' ’ ■ r • • ... . ’ - .2 : \X ,  '-'XXr X/y . /..y
is the eleotfedéxapaeingxànd Gd and E arafthe''eéll: '. ' ' . _ :. ̂ xxxxwxX'X:'Oonetants required* ' Co.-AW K were évaluaWd hy linear; ' ■ ' -y X' . ‘ ■ ' ' .
regression, ahàlyaia from-the otrn%h( H ne grnphs of ' .XX X:.. X \ / ' x.-\ ' ' . 'X"x'X'. '. " " , ^
Gm plottèdfAK.;%,%iG ' ' /-
'.weré' rim#é̂ d/a:)mëaA:/Valn'̂ %Éo ,ghd; E: obtainodi'
  '
satlafadt'orÿxrao0̂ %̂::ëeveràly,(î  ̂ 2'ézpé̂ .lmento - '
%X?lx
.yf:Xfyf::XXX
, S ' ; ;  ‘, v  y r
'XAX'y/Xy: ". - . . '/X- /:Xy; ; X ' :X\/X ' "/X/yX/:?., y 'y,yy,/'̂ŷy56
■ ■■■' .........  . ■ ' y / : y A y y : y y s yOriginally» calibration was made over,tbe electrode . 
spaeings l^^S mm -téXlS tm but owing to the slightly non̂ .//Xy? 
linear behaviour of capacitance with ovear this..large 
distance that was observed for this dielectric cell, x
à narrower electrode separation dlstance .-waS'. finally 
utilised, covering the range 1,25 mm to 6.25 mm. Tills 
final more accurate calibration'led to values for Co -
apd % of 0,98875 pF and 0.8389 pRem ; respectively,.. ..
the results of a typical experiment are shown in fig (5) x.?;-; 
and Aabl#-(2)* ■?,:? . : ' x :y?:x#
' " /’In/order?#2?check the validity of the technique, 
the dielectric constants of water methanol-and ethanol . ■y,’'?X;/ 
were measured. Values obtained for double glass distilled 
Aater at 20% and 25% x<rere'§G.45 And’78.40; respectively,y?.v/y 
at 20% methanol had a value of 33.67 whilst at 25%,
. y  : . ■. ' ' - y  = ' ‘ ■ ■ '  . t-:
'60% ethanol and 20% ethanol had dielectric constants ' "
of 48.00 and 69&40 respectively* ^These;figures are in • ' •
excellent agreement with those given in H.B. B.C. 514, 
,HUi.S%'.x589, C.R.C. .Handbook of Chemistry and physics 
'(1966).-' The mean figure obtained for water at.2.5 C 
waS%7*14. After repeated studies at 2.5% on the variation 
..of the estimated dielectric constant of glycine with . 
frequency and electrode separation^ it was concluded 
that while over a wide frequency range (100 kllr, to 1 MH^) 
and electrode separation (any po:hit within the calibrated x 
range) the dielectric constant would fallwithin 5% of - * ; 
the theoretical value given by Wynan and HcMeekin (1933),
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Cm (pI;)
Fig. 5. Plot of Cm against /
(results from table 2)
from linear regression analysis
Co = 1.0285 pF.





0-4 0-50 0-1 0-603 0-80-2 0-7
(m m .)
TABLE 2





1 - :\- 
2.5 4" 0.5%
Double-glass distilled WBter: spécifie 
conductivity ^ '0.57'̂  % 10"̂  ̂ *%:
electrode.- separation .capacitance
û x m V d  ^ Cm pF.. .1,.
1 , 2 5 0 . 8  . 5 8 5 . 0 8
2 , 5 0  - 0 , 4  : ' ' ■ 2 9 2 . 3 1
'3 -, 75 0 , 2 6 5 7 1 9 5 .5,
5 . 0 0 . 2  , 1 4 7 . 1 9
6^,25 1 1 8 . 1 1
conductance 
Gm n ohm^^
Taking, the dielectric constant of water as ,87, .> (Handbook 
of Chemistry 4- Physics) and Cm Go-4" lie/d '
from linear regression ■ , - V
: Co- « 1.0285\pF' '
K «= 0.8388 pF. cm.
'mi.'.ù'ocnracy witliim ,:2%" could: be 'ConBlstehtly obtained at? ' 
electrode separatlaà ?of . 2,5 mm and ;5*0 rm' and a fre- 
quency ̂ above 2CIÛ %o#' ;,]Tbaiapeqlfic- conductivity /.of -the - 
BoIntiouB; employed gaye'tthe /final' ̂ limitations tothe . . :
'accuracy. of: meapuremetit#';■ Table ■;'(3) ̂ ahowŝ  • typical Jreoulta , 
'■fc>r'a‘glycine-colutioh measured' imdef :'.conditions 'of"/. - " \
variable frequency.::, and,' "conductivity. ' '-yi:-- - ?'.// .: ;
(111) ■- Circuit -/rV;?-- ' '//:
;, ' ' In order :?that:̂;tbe ,\gemeral. 'appr6%slmat :?uBed'" to - , ^
-derive, equations' -, X1Î ) ;:0.2) (13) '(14)/ àik%i:('19). :b0'':''i:'' '- ", \ .
. satisfied ̂.' the - Induction, 'Xc, ■ must ■ bej IW,. (Mam%al':''1965)..% ■ '
ThO'' induetamée 'wàs' therefore measured ..imder'iÆîes'faost ' -
tmfavourable : coBditibns, -to:-be encountered in ifcheviiives.'tlgd*̂'
Xion, high eonductiylty \ ; .
described -by Sehwaa y (19@3\pi?::3 .i:acjneàus'' solution^ of . :-.,
iaereaalBg qôàductlyity/were measurod'at a"'fiKed-eleçtroda-?"
spacing*/ 'Eëadings/of'-'Oapaditaiiieè’and Conductance; w a r e '
taken and feoai these the induction Lc can..be;obtained 'X .,? ■-'■it'- ir''i■■'■':■/.' .- -fraïï'(Bchœn 196S) ■ ■' : '/ ' /' - , ! . ■-=?■■
aX,:
Lo being the .slope -bf/the/straight line gmph./Ofv'/' ' ? ,■ :
In 'this.- .wayinduetanci^swith valued belp̂ y 
1,0 i# were .obtai3!̂ 0dV/'{;%e Tesuito-- of /à/typical-' .experiment '
appear in table '0);.,and]*fig. (6) * - \.%Ê 8e':imduGtance ?v̂  ̂ -
60
TABLE 3
*a?i ifi m wiimÉi p.'«i!iww
Variation of d_:lclec.trle coiietant feaci
Solution; 0*5 mol glycisia in distilled water
Temp: 2,5 4; 0*5%
conductance varied with 0,01 mol dxir̂  triethanolamln© 
Electrode séparations : dj, 2,5 mat, dg 5.0 am.. 








<10 50 125 300
98.82 98.31 98.95 106.95







Temp:' 2*5® 4;;0.3®G ' ■
Electrode separation; 5.0 nm,'
Conductance, varied with 0*1 ml. KCl in distilled water*
conductivity ' ; 
(s; 10"*,̂ '̂. olmr^ nr^)
:a ■ '-Conduetance 
Cm pF Gm (10"*̂ ) Gm̂ , (10"*®)
Wlp||m#W # W imKLAJ|l4L#
' 223 137.55 4.396 19.32"
307.7 127.40 6.203 38.477
381.5 118.25 7.483 56.023
507.7 86.40 10,844 ■ 113.31
638.3 '■■■- 49,20 12.988 168.88
If
Lc â €m d Cm2 (Schwan 1963 pp 375)
thus from plot of Cm/Gm^






Fig. 6 . Plot of Cm against Gm
(results from table 4) 
fitted regression line 
Cm = 150.35 " 0.588 Gm^ 




fall within-- ' fange ' àllwed for - t W ' çpprb%imati6iïb;', /'
o f  t h e  e g u a t i o m s  / ' p r e v i o u s l y  a m A k t i o m e d : .  t o '  h o l d ÿ ( Y o t i à g  v ; 
and Gramt 19687* '* ■ ' ' ; 'X' '  ̂ % % '-"'/I
(iv). ■ Dlelaetrie .-pomstamte of' esq̂ erimeRtal solutions'/;' . ?
. Because' the.'conduct ivitlesbpf physiological'.media, v--:; 
'are far-, too high to/allow 'for 'dirdet meaourëB'ëiit/of ' - ' " ;' 
their ̂ dielectric constants (sea Materials' and,. Methods', / ’ 
Discussion) $ dlaieetrlc. determinations' were; -carried, out '
on sîmplé'- aqueous^ Solutions''' of the"various / compounds'
investigated* .All the solutloEO (ercept, where/ 
specifically- stated)?were mmdè.'.up/t#;::the; samçV^Wolarity" 
and -pH as; .tised ' W'the ilectrophprèèis/and ' flocculation/ / / 
studies'̂  the‘pE,,heJ.ng/adjusted;with t r l e t h a n o l a m i n e ' 
This\ compound was-̂  found to ' he\ more; ; sa tie factory -, than;,  ̂ .
8odim% hydroxide alidwing/;for; results - -
with standard, glycin̂ /solutlohs'̂ at'’higher specific ;.V ' :
conductivities*;■ '-âa/auggeeted:;-earlier■ ’(Materials’ and'" ;:-;;'̂//’' 
Methods) ' this'' finding; may ’ Bé‘ ' due; tè ̂ the/lower (ionic) , /
mobility',of-'l:riethanolamiiheit'l04mg;appro%%a:tely'' ., ' /
three times.;less mobile' than." the' Eh"*-/.ion- (Lawrence,'A* ;j* 
private ' coimunleatipn). • ' ■ '"Table (5) gives- .the '.results ;, ; 
obtained for 'the/solutions 'investigated /'in ; this ' study* ? ;
Generally a frequency..',of 500: kILj was'used.'for aiieasm̂ e'-''- 
oant, temperature";was kept: constant at/2*5®C'0#5®€ 
im a constant 'température room* In all instances, the / ;
dielectric constant of double .glass' distilled 'water was,;/;' 
measured just previoue .to the 'estimation of.tha.'.test'-; 
solution# /Thisacted, as 'a -check: o%t/the performance of
TABLE 5 64
BialQcfcrie ' constant srasults
Temp: 2»5® ̂  0.3°C
Electrode separation: d; 2.5 mm: dg 5.0 nm.
Specific conductivity of all solutions: < 200 x 10”*' obm”^
Each value a, mean of at least 3 readings ; variance <2% in 
all cases.
Solution Bielectrle
0.1 mol dm"3 unbuffered 6.4 89.48 500
0.1 " buffered 7.45 89.31 500
0.5 " unbuffered 6.2 99.02 500
0,5 " unbuffered 6.2 99.25 100
0.5 "p buffered 7.45 98.60 500
1.0 "■ unbuffered . 6.1 . 111.5 500
1.0 *’ buffered 7.45 110.7 500
0.1 mol dm"‘3 unbuffered 5.5 95.01 500
0.2 " unbuffered ■ 5.3 103.15 500
B^sorbitgl
5% w/v bufferedn :9%
Baxtraa uu wt# 15*̂ 20.000





































V, ' . ' thé : ce%Iv.aWr'the ,yalu#
: ,-, €o/and 'owr^tW 'lühg ‘pèriod -of; #̂ e,;-.pf':'the'%appàfaWb# '
^ /-Eacli Vaitie'̂ of • Mie':; diàiect3?lC'-:co0Btaîit''is'a mèari'-ofvât-- '  ̂';,s 
. ,; /leaat'kteea rqàdlngb:'ÿ\wpWilÿ;.% t'v:''
■ typieal■ .dlelecteiq'::dotàr&lm la;- aMo&i'■ In, table: ̂{ô) • ̂'‘ ' - -.
' , Micrclscoplg '-ëscamlnatton: :og: mrnzycmic .ceiy'-dlsperaima. .
. ' : ; ,0»'eaclî.oocâsu,ow:t:liat;.;cell-3U8psttsiphs
r/',., j3Kepar0d%;%e.,U8#';l%iTa\â ^
"■ _.;': bebwlour :or';'':e3.ae'trqphqi:atiea/'pi:évibi*8ly '-/ %;;
:■■•; . : .wmqé6 4gg:̂ egaj::l%';mëdiimïi'ÿÂ./tbey: ; /- ; -
;, ■;.  ̂-to"tîS0 ,imder;'-|ÆaBe-c (magaifigatioD:; , "/
■ : 400)' .̂.TÜç-'cell$:}''̂ üsp :raaggregatiom.: ' ' , =
' q . o l u t i c m a %--moi.%{%%%''̂ glyèliie #edia,;.aad 'tbq r'\-\
;, 'pqÿ%ap6àdim$''lqg:ebi app%:qximmtely
■;'■ ; apbarical' im;-àhaipĝ  t̂hev.%?ô'medla.-memtloned:aboW- /,.-; ' - %
; ..  ̂ âppeagred';</̂ aÿy'C ' îbe .diameterthe % .'
' cells -wds -meàsarèd-fMd) found .i-tq''.be- reasonably - conbtamt - r r■ ■■'̂' ’ - ' A : - -3'.'; V.:':.;y '■': • ' witb':̂ â. value for .̂ «'d̂ ÿ/liiiAi'bùd -bf-6v95' W'-4C0#.6''im -■" - a\ ̂A : ' .  ̂/.V/ÀA -A:./:.:. . \ A\. .; AL..A.J Y. v,'_
. andYfor'7-»day .aeural:.;.ret:3.naYofvSi9Ô:um,̂ ;0.̂ 8 um̂,, ,,-Tbese ,
Ŷ YV; values' îhdepiëWamt:̂ ^̂  \reaggragatiW . .
'.‘"v: \eases, thévcell èuspeqsiqli.-'prior to use'dqnaiat'ed'.of 'at 
.A:̂Y-. \ Y least....,a,',.9.0%, single! -qall̂ .:-,suapeusi0n#
. made 'ùp of ' cell ' dqublét'a-- . àAA;.upproklmàtĜ  ! ';Y ■■ '■
Y- ; ; '3rl:'ratio#.'Y' ,'̂:-̂'YYy .a ■;-:a:''\,'a;':;;:v a y;-;' , .a a-,,:\Va-;, :Y\Y\y,■ :„ ..,■  ̂ y
TABLE 6
dialectrlcî
4̂ j4mi»lNU:U WTMMÏW a
Estimation of S% w/^ 'Ficoll eolutioiiĵ  400»000
Frequency: ■ 500 #%'- 
Teoips 2.5^ ̂  0*5%

















Taking Oo 0* 98875'pF and K.'«* 0*8389 pF.̂etn''' 




: '-the BéWllmg bchavîoùr of 
ébaerved ln all the solutions used. Ttte cell auapeaàioha
y  . A - '. . _ , . . : /  Y: À "VAYA -A'A/., 'were placed-under,.a-;!h#ambcÿtanat'é̂ ^̂  ̂ .
, Roaèhchal)'Couhtlù^Yci#i#.ër/and tq aetMe*
-At'tmiperatürea,helqi:f'5ACAlL-^̂  fmmd-W .take omie /; 
twenty minutés for the aüàpenèlohé to fully settle lii 
Manks/lSS, the Içééc v"lwcoü8':bf,ç#e''mWia/uéè(f. AsYtM;-'\YY.A' 
depth'of: the eha^ee la over̂ tlie duration of
the, e : ! t p e r $ o - = : 4 0 -  ̂mihs)Y &he particles .<would; :hé 
eacpectêd'' ta- 'Sink ̂ thrbùgh/â 'diàtance- of 400 mi. ' ' Grince 
this, is'leas than; l%\of ' the depth' of the couette 
.vl8G(metere$;itYi'gY^ that onttling would'affect
theYoâlWlâtiphé ratio th?:"ough non-randmi -
diëtrihütionYof celle in the agg r̂egating medium. Thio 
rateYof settling ia-;,alooY^liWi^^ liauéYahy significant:/-./ 
'% effect'-on' the. eleetrbphofbtlc 'mobility meaauremento » \ 
where rapid settling vyould quickly; dlorupt' the;\origihal'Y - ; 
pattern 'Of "électroosmésio Ywith ,unforseen 'Çhapgèa/' lhAY:,; YYr 
the- depth'Of i:ho stationary layers. - ' . ' g
Cell viability was-assessed by a plating but 
teChniqu0Y(dhrtlo 1969)Ytqyin^ poasihilltyA^^ ;
%%ceilAi^j;ery: q^ death ih 'ahy'of the aggregation Media///--: 
WedfA-,T%ie'cells were plat^Aout at very'low .population. .Y 
dénbltiéqY.(qà;Yl iiLi'Ythe.varioW:'m̂  ̂ at - ' '
rV2v5%#/"-'Àft^ hour-the proportion of cells'whiçhYhà^ 
ae.ttlqd'-and eprecKi on the X̂ etrî dlah baoq waŝ measuréd̂ Ŷ ^̂ ^̂  
Celle which had settled and taken up a normal morphological 
, appearance wore judged to he alive. This teehnlqueYy/A-'Y; YY: /.
■a ;.
probably.' giyeB. an:-,.wdeteatmiate.:of Yylahle,,cel-18',- baeapsq, v %, a ; ;
acme : cells:' whioli'/wre.'allvê ' prbbably :;did . - ' ' VyYa ■
and s%)fe#d,wlthln/bne_lm .- Oëiérally- it'- could';be. seem '-"y Y 
'that'at'■ least 65%"bnd:'U8ùaily; more .'than'''70%'were ' - 'Y -' • , 
alive « but both for' Srday. limt)--bud 'and' ; 7̂cîaÿ.. neiirdJ/ \ ' 
retina* the pereemtage- judged^ allyq..;iu .lY:' mël'Y:dm ,; -1;,
-glycine medium' was-, lessr!tbaa-'50%*Y.A.'' . : '///Y; ' ,1 y- y; Y; Y:
gleaGurçments • of ! viscosity- : - ,! ■.- . . ,/jA Y-Ŷ'iiYY Y-YY;'Y -
. • 'The.vlecoolty':'b'f'lallYoblutibam''" Used invflocculation' '"̂■'Y: :' ' . //A Y; A -Y, -A,-:: Ŷ' " Y'  ̂ A: Y-^-. Y;:' Y'ii'racl ' ceil, aleetropharetic . studies.'Wao/:estimated : at; ' 2* 5 %  * . ■
Rates of 'flow' 'for. 'aJ.i jiieY'media'- were' timed :usMg:.tha. : ■ , a 'Y'. '/
same Oswald vieccmetert%m :oaim' denB'ity.:.bottle'̂ ''was'A/ a '.: . . Y■:
_  . .  ’ ": : . / À ' % . A / :  Y  Y\f\' ' A .   ̂ ' / / A A . . .  ; y  : . . .  - . -  -  Y ,  ' '
similarly usedfor-'! all;lmi'asurea6mts ,pf. dqùGitÿYYTak'iug ' •. ; ^
the viocsGslty of ■ burevwàtai:a"ù! 1*6728 - lO/AYNsmT^YA -YY ! " .' A
('1*'6728 cp) :from!0:;E#C,* Handbook 0f;d:iemietf5yYand̂ ,A;, , ...a a"a' . 
Physics*; the' VisGoslty 'Of ̂ thq:.Yreaggrqgatlop .media'!;were a- Y
calculated from-! deaslty ! and. flow/rate., .data# A';.'!Tabl'e" ('?) !..̂ , ; Yi;
gives the viscoaltles.ofAtbe media, used;* Yeâ ^̂  -. ;
is a mean 'of % three measurements Y'iY The /varlàtlbh;.{bàtweexiA'' 'YyYY; y !- 
these .three readMgs'-was/very low'*' differing 'by;lessY;:' 'Y'Y\ 
than 2%. ' ■ Y,':YA.AYY. . Y. - .%Y</-A''''.'''Y:Y/ - a!. aaY.'Ya:-I'Y
'■ . Y : -Cell raa@m:egation ' in"thev.'cRme'tta- vlsccMeter a'a;a": • , y, Y- Y
•' '--'In. all the, aggregations aiieaaurad*; À  -plot -ôf/lBM;6û!t---'.a-YY-' 
against" t ' gave a,_straightAl'iné'Y?:elatiô̂  ̂ ludlcatiĥ ". ! ■ Y'!!.. YYY-
tha t thé" aggregation ̂ followed;,!'the kinetics. ,glyen!'ih.'AY: ' Y
TABLE 7





_ '0*1 mpl glycine ' '
Hanks-̂ lSg 0*5 mol giyei%%0
Hank8-199
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equaticm 0), 'i.e, 'tirât; o3f̂ ep Isinêticé.- '''Xlie-values' . ,
for fell© ; collisloii efficiency given 'in Table-'(B) .for : ' " ; 
7-day nearal retina and 5-clay limb bud are al'l/Wded,- .\- 
on 'at' Ieast;','fd%.;é3îpariment8' w:ith. si:': Bteaéû  of'
the 'totaA'partiele;iiumber-:'@t-' eev& .minute intervals*. ■ .
A'-' typidal.'. :'e%@mplA:bf' 'Wch;%;a88):e$a'tion io given in - ' -, : 
:tsbl,e. (9) ...abd tl#':'value8;̂  fig (7) - as ..In#oo t
against t* 'This Indicated' : that -the treatment -of iGurtis.-'-.
co' these aggrogatleus. 
measuréimGntà ' were': Witemded- beyond' 40 
the were nu&iA: ' - - AAA,; : .A ' ' :A . AA,  ̂, ̂ A Aof, y-.-
equation;''(3)̂ ;.;̂  approa'ch to ç,qnllib#i%
.eoWttiqw*- ' The.appropriate âhpar ràte;cho8en'/foK 
aggregation, thK tt#. cell. types * , -
!a''r%é' of 'ld*.24'.' eéçTi {beins;^ tbeAflpqoulàtion'o
. 7tday tmurmlA.:*̂ atina;) whila6Y5'4;%y' 3*imbYb'ùdŶ  ̂
at'àYohqarzate of 2*65 oe%Â .VAYTbe.@
'imairê .foimdby t?rial and error̂ ito'-'W. t M  ̂ ostA-suitàM , ;A',
' AA.../'A'A '/A A . / :  , ;
valueo for the cell type Baring-AthéAcqur̂  ; '%/
.oE"the.Aa'è'arGh for';'a::ëüitable :éhéar % .' " ; , ' 'ÀA- 'A ' Y ' ', AYA'A;:A./:YAA 'A A Â A
'that shear ratëv.affeoted'̂ he. value of 
ieney* such'that-''.ah increase in (A('ïarŶ!rêduçe'd̂Ythë:Ŷ^̂^̂  ̂
^èbllièipnYë'ÿficiëWy obtained for eeïiqYWÀ̂ ^̂
ideûtioài :c6nditi#%s. %hiç ' obnen?utibn̂ :agtqea''WltliŶ  ̂ -A':;;
thàtA'of''Cûrti8A'(i9.69) fôr 7"*day neural''%tina"àndA6bnfi, ': % '/A:-:'.-' ;''A;r ' ' A. _./'/ ... /- . TA' •/'. A-' --  ̂ -A
theY-applicability :Of !thê  'Hoéking'Ŷ ,3̂  ̂ "'Y"
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7-day neural retina, , - ■
cont%l,:medW fnr 0*;2 moLi-diii? 
diglyoine Ilanks*199
2.5% 4 0.5%
10.24 sec-C / '
Time Particle/ 
mine ' cm^ x liT^
*uiwww##ii;m*iiinHWm#wn.
In loot Collision 
K 10**̂  - efficiency 
■-r 'oC%
0 ;- 10.10 2.3125 ; 13,23
r'7- ■ 9.30 ' , : 2 .2300 yY#.y23
'Uy . ,8.'42 ■' ■ , 2.1305 ■ ■ 14.58
W r •' "7.54 ■ '2.0202/,; 15.52
28' • 6.95 ,. 1.9307 ■■ 14.90
35 ; 6.'30 . - ■' 1.8405 : ■ I5il4:
. .Mean 14.71 . ' - -
' . ... Variance/0.82â3YŸ\AÂ4%YyA:';'% 
linear regression; In loot 2*317 - 0.013651
" vAAr y-
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Fig. 7. Plot of InNoo t against time
(results from table 9) 
fitted regression line





Frmi the eoïliWlon 'efgîeiëi&ql̂  
obtained''-'Sÿ - ezpo^riment, le "la pouGlblë'':ta,- da-lcûlateV%%:. ..f 
meàûÈ'-'of'èguatlon (6) value8<of'A, the, tôWph^Hamak^ 
oonstant̂ ^̂  03: aro'madë ̂ aà; W''thà'nàW3:q''
of- the\adheolve fo3:oê# equation/(ü) may be modified 
^htly to (Cwtis 19G9)* , - ' ' . ' .
74
■M ■72TVrt!-a*‘̂ GE (28)
\Aere .6 , o E ' - ' s c a t i d ^ :
Ë  ̂ io/te%taëd ''thé
qcmatant*,.. %blè,''X10-'_Bhow%̂  ̂ fo'̂ .̂)theoe
'. oalGûia6ed',f̂ ù̂ ^̂  ̂ of\çqll . aggregations experiment è̂t;-
,Fig (8) ̂ present$'yà;;pi% of the oaloulated force, conutanto 
againat-'dieiectric eons tent of'thé'̂ Buapenàion media for . - 
_,botb coll ty%3eo* :\%e,a8ôumpti(m-that'the.dielectric" 
con8t-àht/of:.tW média;la -équivalant-to that meaamTod-..T- 
in aqUeouB oo3.utlona be diacuBoed below/'(Goo . 
Dleeuaeiom/)'', ''1 ;, i-'v
:Cell--%l%c%̂ rophdréâ ^̂
-r\.; ' Both 7-(%y noural-retina and 5-day limb: hud ' 
:êU8pen8iWi8''Were examined.: cduditiwa
appliedf^Voltoge .(5W)''ànd'%#P<̂ ^̂  (2*5.̂ G)». " -
. partic3#%yelociW the mobl3.itiem/werê ca-I'Culàtad;/;
and these.'were/dp aeta.potentlalesuàlng - . .
' ̂equation (21). Mobility and "%eta potential r̂ 'aults-faWi/.--.: s 
'.%h(Wi'''in; table (13,)» the %;eta potential being corrected
V;. ;
''K-■h ■ , . >
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Fig. 8. Variation of force constant with dielectric 
constant. Points above dielectric constant 






















-,  ̂ .. : ;-• . ,
' fôt dieleĉ trtp .eonotaub. àndAviaôwity; -(23,)̂" s-::
Tb@'mqbllit%%'$W bata;:pb#%bM^G wër#'':WWt%abW iusasrs:/ 
' . rang# of media ëtudièB'»- -M,'": -
 ̂./.though the range-wàb '8omü#iat lijmltod owing to the 
s- . late availahilitys^fsbW:Gqulpment. sEach mohllitÿ-/̂ /,,:;:."
/and. ealqùlated''àeta\potéhtW 
':; ' leaat.threo ooparaté inveetlgatiome$''inAAloh It,
. found that the.variance was Inslgulfleant. Tahle/(li).'"' '/ 
alaOy.,èhw8'_%luae'yb%/̂  ̂ .bh'taihed''%eu"?_v
-. ''-é€i6trpl and experimental media ii'-zere teotéd hy th'e 
: : S t ù d â u t p / t . * ^ ' o h o ^ m  ttiat/Whlté .mgbil̂ ^̂
'recuiteswere :;àlgh%lb^ tqrthe(:l%level#:;bho -corrWtéd'
. . .̂ 'etésipgteĥ  ̂ ware hb# 8ioiifi'Ca#tly;"&flLroat\ Tho 
v reeülto'sbbtalned.fr typical: e^pWlméut u 
'":'tahiç (12)..̂
./-'In order,to 'cheek thats%eli%atiéusoMA^ 
-"eleetrophoreeio _çéll' wae Wequatè'::#d 'that\théM^
 ̂wae béiag"Uoe:d%bzreçtly hy the experlmentàr» thé' -'s- "V_,\ 
- ' ' mobilities - of hi#̂ n'- red̂ 'tlodd - b#n^#ihlB8'%e3î ;,:î aéu#e4'#'̂ S'
. sThie^materlal' iarr^(#keuded. forrcallbrat̂ ^
% .(Seàmàh 1#65Î eincé̂ /̂ b-hèe- beeh\:'ésttémlyely 
'with;the reoult that the electfbphoretle mphllitÿ'/ie.;'/- 
"... -knoim tq./e high degree o0 p#C&idh:(Bangham\,et ali,:"sy/s.s 
;-' '1958)', ' TheJbleetropIioretlc moh^ of waàhW'hmiêu/,'' 's 
-erythrocytee-in'"0*14:5/%̂  ̂ oodit#. chloride solutioa.' ,
r.: with-'Cither'(tdded hydrochloric aeld or apdlum hydroxide - 
' Aeolutlbn' le çoûétaut\ôver bhe-r̂ hge''of'pBsfr<m̂ ^̂




'/ . : ■ .: : ::;::;s::vSwl-a ""' -■,.;-, ' ' '" r ;'' ' ,: ' 1:::^####
::.Gell:;ÈI#'t#nhqeé8ls' -',; ■ A. ,:-AAAAyAIA-A ■       :; : : /:s::"iis
(a) 5-day limb bud tl88ue:sr%tu\ pdèantial̂ -̂ ëorrecfced
for vieeosity and dielectric Ccm . Each/ -' ';.:
figure' is sa mean experiments''. \  ̂r . :'// .
Temp;'-'
'Voltage; % '  ' 50;;,y.// /''S ■ A AS'- ■ • ■
'■ •;■ ' - A  A À  '. ■ '
f A'-A. r a;"- .
,,AaA-’,- '-A.;'. AA
.................   - A A A A - -




::s ̂'/Mobility//: . Zeta notehtlal
E a p t W - 1 9 9  ' : A % ; : A A ^ m # 8 L » , 0 , 0 Q 2 A ; ;  ■ , A  - t 4 . ^ : 3 7 W ' 0 . 0 3 1  ' '
0 . 5  raol;'dm“3 . ■.a :"/#;';. " A . / S S " # S . ; S A : & C "  S : ; '  . . A / " S # S  
■glycjlne H / 1 # '  , A ; A A : ^ p : 4 4 3  A A - 1 3 ; 2 5 M i . O i O S 2
sorbitol coKitiolAA''. .'■ - 'Af : ,A'A:'' ' ■ A' "a-,- ',-,
 ̂, A '' I -̂A. ' A
'.A_.
m e d i u m ,  A - /;AAA A ::;r:;o.'5836' ±  0 . 0 0 1 3  ;■ - 1 3 . 3 2 ' +  0 . 0 3 2  , ';
<0.001 i'..Â : / / ^ o . i  ■: :
' '  s:-"a:,.aa; .■Saaaa"--Ô.2 mol " A / " ''̂ ''',S
d l g l y c i m e  H/1-99 'A ' A:0>.662iA+.,.,0.'0015. ..A 'AA -i3'A.2l‘'+:o.G9
■ - - A , ,  . . . - . '  •• A A A  ' A A A  ;;• ' - A' , -.sorbitol coAtrol ; -AA .., A '̂'A : a- .' A;- A:"-::<%AA'!' ' A A; '
-rflècîlm, ,. ,. A: a A-AA,'Aa0 . 5 6 2 5  +.,.0,.0134-.,.-.A,':-13:é4.9 ■ + 0 . 3 2  .'■ '
;  . .A A A: A aaaAa A :'ASF*''"'./().^#'-A"".:A
« é i S ,  ;'Ai . A A ; ; A A A ^ A ÿ A ; ' A + g
" S a a ,« ■ ■A Â.; A'A
I
I *'., 
A '  .A,
a a : A - a ,
" A'S' ■ ' AAAi-?«







s / s # # #
7-day neural retina 'tissues Aeta;potential 
/■■ corrected for viscosity and dieleêtric--- 
■ constant. Bach figure is a mean of 3' . -
experiments# ■ ■ - ' -  .„■ ■











OeS.moisdm"'̂  ■ - 
- glycine'H/199
- .-■■ , ': . ■": ' ■” ‘4sorbitol;'control • "
medt#i 'A 'A • w,






' ' ' A'A ■ ,
;ü.é0®.+,0%045
. 'A: ;A \ , ■ •;".ÀA-aAaa:AÀ4
Z'eta' -potential




‘ . -A ' ■
A, A,p;;P ,<Q'«01 ' . A
+12i42:±A0#32^
' p « >4o, i
;A'*„ ,..r :AJ‘ t. ,-=A ' i ” ,
A. ': , A
AAa4»aAAaa1
, sorbitol, botttrol. 
■ - .mediuniA' A AA’A.
0.629'+AO.OOOS
- A , , A  . ' A A aA ^ A A ; - ?ÔÀ522a+Â'O.:0O19:
A - A;;;'’ 
V'h&'W,.29 + 0.104,
■
-“ •b'icS AAA:%#' . ' ""4:,4- S-
'■ - : , : *-AA A'A..''AA' ';;AA ,  ̂ A' -Mobilities and ^eta potentials for contrbl bnd expérimental
vaines \ 1  ̂ test / Àj;Prôba%:0̂ ^
given in.-the\.ta1)lë4.A.//'4 -- %
A A " A,
A A-
"A'Ai
' " A  A:A AÂ AA ■:
-v.'S ' -A aAAA"'-
Typical ■ Blectf 6phorètic:.-Eeéülts
Tissues . ■ 5-day''iimb.:bud/
Médias •, ,Eaaks/i'99/: :
Tejtip: A- A 2;5,%a£;'̂ '̂50cAA:;a
Voltagëî/SO;V,
B a c h  t r a n s i t  ''t i m e ; / ' g i y e n  m e W ; . o f  - ' - W o  r e h d i n g s / W k ^  ' /
' cell p the •■electrode polarity being a ravers ed-'on:' each, occasion.
-Graticule ■-sisel''' 29; 5;;-'pm ■ :
;lBtereiectrode: distance'1,4.4/"' 
82.77mm
-Field -'strength-: :(̂ /t;).s4,Q.00408
Trahait'. .time 
(secs)
.upper ■,■ 9.522 ' 6.34 a;: -3.098 4.652
- :6.;5i^v-, ,A : ■;' A . 190 ' -4.:531-,;,
Stationary' ■■■8.36A ■ 6'v4SA ■:■ 3.259 „ ■ "4.551':
11.59,- 8.08 ; A: ■ 2.545 3.650


























AMeau ,»:':3.s82 'ira/sec, 
mobility ■;= 'Ov6'43 - "A, 
pm. sec"! » volt4. cm"!
,0*.145;mbr _à0diüm/chlërldé;IéQldtioE'’d ,■, ■
;buffgred. to pir 7» msihgItW' sama^iimipulative"techniques/;//
' deseribeci in Materials-; awl.-.Methods, '.-f03; .Béural retina:/'amd// ' 
111# bud cells,\/.;:€̂ lculatod ■pioblîltles gave à "value.'-V' /■■■./;' 
of 1,11 ir O.OS'-mi/sec/.V/W':/̂  '.good agreement a":/
'.with, 'o.ther figures'.quoted, -lit; literniâ e'",lSçaman ,'. ; ;
DISCUSSIONNiW vNimi# ié 83
The InWrprat^tlon of experimental results nesesearily 
relies on making assumptions about the test eystemê 
used. In the investigations reported here there are a 
number of asaumptions involved, those arising out of 
experimental meaaurementa and those aeaumptloae inherent 
in any theoretical treatment* In any work involving the 
meaeurament of phyeicô ĉbemiical parameters» an obvious 
basic assumption Is the purity of.the chemieala used,, 
Generally one has to rely on the manufacturers, there is 
no reason to belleyo that they àré untrustworthy. Further^ 
in the case of the glycine cdmpoûnd obtained through 
Sigma dielectric maasuremants were carried but not only 
upon the compound às purchased» but also on purified chem*̂  
ical, thé glycine having beau re^preclpitated in alcohol 
(Wyman and McMëèkin 1933) before being dissolved in 
distilled water# No difference outside ê cperimental 
ertor was seen between the treated glycine and the 
commercially available compound.
The three major assumptions of the theoretical 
treatment of cell adhesiveness as measured by thecouette 
viscometers are (i) the cells are spheroidal, (ii) the 
/suspensions are monodispe#sUd»/'(iii) the cells.'have a . 
density inapprdulably different from that of the 
suspension medium; Optical micrpscopy has been used to 
provide information on the validity of these assumptions. 
Examination of the cells by phUse contrast microscopy 
(see Results) indicated that generally the cell® appeared
7'A. À
lèvëls 6f matification,/ 
sg'̂ the'/'first/nog:imptibnyapp@ar̂ ^̂  td be met* _ %e^,aeqqùd^../ 
assi^ptidn' that/^%;$ûa^#n8lmé, ĉ  ̂ of single '
pmrticléd.of thévê àme:: sî ae' can beA.bomie.out-by the low//';'/ 




■ i :a a A>-
 "V"
■sbçw. (ses SesttlÊs) thafc .at: least 98% bf-itbe Êètal' feiiti'àl’" ' ',A/i”
AMAi"particle coiSà't -wanla fee, made un of ■.singlë-Ce.llâv'-'/ ; ,' -.particle deuslty izao tæsuéd'as described lu the. Séèulfcs -'i)MH'. 
and from th#%bo## , %a,do the. ■ third .asanmptiioh _/ / "/
-can al8o./be/'gaid;. tO;h^ mèt,\- A four^.assimpti^
.implicit in'%d: devê ^̂  the. tWory'ofvpartlcleÿ^^  ................
. flooeulation/by^ (19%0//ia/.t̂
: ' A.particlee (celle) -are/electricàlly neUtraly-so-.that" ".' ' . "';///'• ' '  A\//. • ̂ - ' /. - .,v,_ %. : : ://///;,/Ano/ap̂ recièb)̂  fiôctroatatie/'pdtentiai'énergÿ.barrieà̂ ^̂ ^̂ ^̂ ^̂ ^̂
by .cellTelectrophoreâis and.//;/ :L'Â-g;"/: / the ré'ëu3.t8 for'/Cêll auspenaiomof both-'7"*day.neurai-;'' '
AA'aA-. ''À A
//retiha' mnd.AŜ 'daÿ' limb'bW tissue indicate -an/.'appreciable 
%etaypotentiaî y/;,Since; this.is ..dyidence: of an'-electric chàî ge 
on the cell surface, it appears that this fourth asÇmïptidh 
cannot be.met, -. Hwever.'the .'assumption.'of .eleçtridâl̂ ^̂ ^̂  ̂ //'
neutrality is not. a pupeasary ' one» .'it; being': made.;, '
ease ,of computation' (Curtis' lSGS)»;: though the situation/. ' 
'becomes/moro. c(mplexwhen/the/particles do possess,yan- '. '.'%%-
electric charge, -The- problemŝ  that this ..introduced - / ' . / - /
into the treatment are deal^ with later. While it -i-irould 
sem thaÊthe major assumptions )^ in applying the 
..theô êtical,"treatment' to' the experimental ...results.-.are -A/'/y/'̂/j 
fulfilled in this system, it' is 'essential to evaluate . . '. j
.A,.; .'
0 U
thé relevance of the theoretical/approach* "This requires 
that the results, he shown'to he oonsieteut with tho 
theory*. in'all/,%.gregàti(m@» plots of InBoot, against 
time ware linear,'which s h o w s - t h e  aggregationa z- 
followed the.ldnetice 'predicted.by - equation''(3), confirt%ing 
the uoe of the-equation for''this system* : . ' \-
..../'In the experimental measurement of dieleôtric ' 
constants» 'npvmajor aaeumptiona need he made*/ "Calibration ' 
hfthevappa.rhtue, and the'dempnetmtion of-the-validity 
of;-the meaBürih8_:.j>roceduré by'th#'̂ .Results ehtalhed ;pn\/ 
chéRiicàla..ôf:knoim'dièleetric eonbtant, ia-.aufficient-Y 
/to predict , .that tW;,experimentàlly-phaerÿed-, dielh^
' ' .' . . ' ' ' .: .. ' ;A : .. ■' . • ' a' >‘A.v' ,.constant of-ecme:other .cpmp'oupd;Will;al80:.;he;çdrrect*̂  y .  
Two:'a$aumptiPh$''àre made in relation to "the theoretical ' 
meaning -of the dielectric .constant obtaihed''»- .(i)' the 
.value of dielectric, péna tenté/measured, for solutions at.. 
low ionic ̂ strength A.; (.conductivity) xfill he 'the- Same ât 
higher iou'̂ t strengths'(conductivity) » (ii) the ̂ radio 
'frequency vrlueé'-obtained''-for/&  'eonata-nt will
:be' equal to that- at a'ero.;.-frequehçy, i,"e* no,-dielectric 
'dispersion will occur'-'in .thé 'frequency 'range/pEg tp ' , . 
l W % .-Fdr reCppnpz/given^u U%q̂ ;̂/Materia.l8.a'nd Methode,.' 
îtyiÉ/hdt.'poéolUlo as yet tô nieapure directly.-the .- - Y 
dielectric'.coniftanLB of..çPlÙpi'6n8 of high'Specific"., 
,Conductiyitle'sv/#''A comp#fmds'e»- used in this study» i# - 
.,tO'mecpure 'the value' in-.d'istilled %#ter,' 'or/better - .' Â ; 
in-an^aqueouG solution'of appreciable'.conductivity and .
'% .. ' - /A-\AZ: + / .at'a pH value Bl%i|ilar-.-tè̂ that/ô̂  the-cell euspenai'on"media-*-:
'• > ■ .... • \ . ••■JV . A > ' - fA ':’0 '
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In order to see whether any appreciable change' in the -
measured dielectric constant could be detected with :
increaalng ionic conductivity, values were taken over 
as wide a range of conductivity ae the apparatus would 
allow. It is of interest to hôte that in thO c^se of 
0,5 mol glycine for example, no regular change in 
the valtiô of 98,6 for the dielectric constant at SOOkHg 
can be seen, outside mcperimental variance, over a range 
of specific eonductivitiea covering <10 x 10~^ to 
>l,25%-.10$'^.ohm"*^-m^^. This result lends ; support for:---, 
the first assumption, but in eaî tion it must be,remembered
that; the-maximum yalue of 2 -2: lO'*,̂ at:which-
the dielectric constant was measured is nearly a factor
10^ lower than the specific conductivity of the media # ;
met with in- cell aggregation/and eleGtrophor#iô,YStudiéS',-- ' 
'The value-for HankS'*199 medium being 8 3̂ 10^^ 
atf 2,5%. Hasted at al, (1948) have studied the dielectric 
properties of aqueous iônlc solutions, they have shown 
that in solution concentrations below 2 mol dm NaCl, ?
-'a-iinear dielectric dépression/--is found with^cônoëntration,- 
This dielectric depression, is greater - at higher / -temperature#.'#:. 
at temperatures approaching OPO the depression is of the /
order of only l0% for 0,66 mol NaCl, the depression 
for this cohoentration of %C1 at 40% being approximately 
20%, The physiological solutions used in tissue hülturè 
techniques arè generally made up to an ionic strength 
approximating 0,15 mol dm~3 NaGl, and this waslalso the , 
-case in the-media used in this' investigation, .--.This-point,-/;'
;f';À
' A:
together with th# choice of low temperaWre^-'wasi thought' %' 
to>hè.\enou@h'. circwétentlal /èvW toàséime that 
.any-réduction in dielectric'Constant at physiological # 
icmiç. strengths $ould'o%ily hg-.gfthe order of-a few ' - 
petcent at most, coiméred'to that'measured at low'ioniG";- '" 
strengths on the radio' frequency:bridge,. -it may also 
be/aaid 'that since the ionic strengths' of/the/e^^perimental 
and' control .media#ré -made equal» any dieleotrio dépression 
due to ibhic concentration .would-be similar-in both ' '/ 
)#dia'»;thû ^̂  ̂ the,difference In̂  dielectric -
ooWtant'be##en both %média,'% Turning to'the= second ' 
aééWption» oh/the validity.of high frequency measurements»,.. 
it ''has been shc&m- by young 'Grant -.(1968)- 'that for..' 
glycine-and diglycine-a single/relaxation time assimption 
is 'Correct* They-'̂ ave' measured the dialectrio- increments 
Of-glycine and'diglyclne solutions-.at a-frequency of - 
7kHo'and-found these to-be-'in good agr̂ 'ément with-the 
values :de'dücéd -by - extrapolation -from deeimOt̂ er .wavelengthŝ
A -single relaxation time- -would allow for ,only "a small - 
increase i# .dielectric', constant -approèch' to '%'ero ' t
frequency» 'for-''example' they quote, an increased -dielectric- 
increment of- 25 *6'at IGOWg to-25,-9 at 7kH^ for o( Alanine'- 
at 20%, As-'for the'other-compomide studied here, no 
data 'appears 'to be available -for "the variation ,of dielectric 
constant with frequency» it..-was therefore initially -asémned 
that since no appreciable-chang'C In the -measured dielectric 
constants occurred with frequency (see-Reuults) over the 
range meaaured ^lOOWIg to- IMHg)» no change 'occurred'at' - .
r-'ÂA- A' ,
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frequencies below .lOOkHg, . This • point will be further . 
discussed below* ■ , '
Considerable care has been taken during''the course 
of this work to ensure that the cell suspensions used 
for experiment had been prepared and treated In an 
identical manner*  ̂In this way it was hoped that out of 
the total mass of -cells originally' excised from the/ 
embryonic tissue, .the final yield would consist of a cell 
population with similar properties to that: of celle 
harvested feaa, the same tissue in some previous experiment* 
Several cell types do-exist in both the tissues used, and . 
if great differences' ware to he found In the porportions 
of these types'fern one experiment to the next, then 
consistant aieardngful results would be hard to obtain, 
especially if the cell types -happen to show differing 
adhesive abilities*.. Although consistency of cell.,population 
cannot be shom'directly, it can be Inferred from an 
examination of the collision-'efficiencies of the cel ,s
aggregated in the control media, and also in the. electro­
phoretic . mobility values .of - these -.controls* The generally
low standard errors quoted'in-the Results would seen to 
.Indicate that at .least, as. far as'these,two', parameters are 
■. '.concerned,;'the cells obtained • for separate experiments 
. appear veryf‘'similar;'in nature from one preparation to '
■ /another* It lias been previously.shown-'(Results) that ' 
/■■'■cells'kept in 1*0 mol dm'*̂  glycine media and,'the-;control 
.- '/appeared to;have low viability as testae!by-plating out
. ' . "A." /
and/or-appeared'cohvplut^d iii^%Aaaa/pontr
& «-■*1microBCopy. 
w  'aeeount;'.' i
t,‘taïÂ' 'Mi
imaeeurate,
__y ,ot, m e  mWla ime not. d 
mo' -resulw. of/Viability,̂ '
' more. viscous ̂ do3%tmn-coiitàlh 
;t8 of-céIÏ:%g$#gatlon ' 
i%m àré Included y #hey .may be■ : ' - Vhe résulte oboW'.tWt -the/call
Lllty
q̂dlma.of glyçlné/.ére alst
oommahat different no average
a 1 . 7-day
» It 
retlw
.Wd# - For both cell 'types, ' In 
standard errom are 
ili; of' which. throws/ some -doubt. on'
1*/réoùlté obtained ,.wlt 
control* -' "It Is : 
wlien. considering - the' of 
cell "adheeloh#: ; - / ' '
, - - % e  .figures' obtained fc 
'agree well with/the findings 
dielectric ihctmient 'for^yclne, 
at"6^0 -by Young "(19671 and 23#6 at 2*5% b;
ana, %to.. 
ored//'. 









ned - for :gl̂
eoa.23*1 "to 24*5 rega 
' Similar with dig 
try -from 00*1 -t,w 
with values of'84v4 'f 5% and" 00-#O' quoted'by Young-"and




at pH 7*45;, fcto-conductivity 
too-hlgb' fosr aatlé%e4;0ĵ y- péaŝ ranReii&g;' to be made,
.I:,.
%)la diecrepaiiicy w a  not thought to be olgnMlcant; ae 
the reisulte fp^ glycine ehotv# llie addition of buffer ^
made inslgulficant changes iu uhe dt@lactri'cv''c«matant 
values measured* thou#ii be noticed that these
values do seem to drop very slightly* lühether or not 
this ie a property of the buffering agent trlethanolamine y ? 
is not certain* the question waP not seriously investigated 
as the change in dielectric constant was to6 slight to 
cause concern# Heasur#tonts on aqueous solutions of 
sorbitol gave valu;é^'Of\dielectric constant similar to - - ".: 
water at thie -bemperatUre# ' The; results, shows; values'for'' 
a 5% w/v solution of aprbltpl buffered to pH 7#45. This 
solution was a far hlgWr weight/volume concentration than 
that used for making/up the control media (ca 1.5% w/v) 
and was used to eagaggerate any dielectric affect. Over 
the frequency range covered the results show that D^sorbitol 
has no dielectric increment of measurable significance*
Though no values for D*sorbitol could be found after a 
search of the literature* this result could be e:cpeel;ed 
frona a knowledge of the structure of the D^sorbitol molecule. 
It is a linear molecule obtained by a reduction of glucose* 
the formula is Cg Og giving a molecular weight of 
182,17* This compound does not ionise in water* having 
a pH approximating 7 and an optical rotation 2,0
(Merck Index), The molecule is therefore not completely 
symmetrical and thus will have a permanent dipole therefore 
an aqueous solution of sorbitol may tend to reduce the
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dielectric constant below that of water in' the same 
manner aa sucrose (Fethica 1961) though not so effectively. 
A very slight -reduction in dielectric constant from the 
value of 87 for water may possibly be discerned at a 
frequeney of , however this value is not outside
experimental variance so the difference must not be 
stressed. %#at Is evident is that the dielectric constant 
of D-'Sorbitol solutions are' not increased above that of 
water. 'At frequencies approaching the static'frequency 
the values will either remain similar to that of water* 
or If dielectric dispersion hae occurred in the frequency 
range between static and lOOkHg* fall slightly to a lower 
value than that of pure water. The low molecular weight 
of D̂ ŝorbltol must argue against the latter possibility. 
■Figures are also given in the results section for the 
dielectric constants for Dextran' (mol wt 15--20,COO) and 
Flcoll (mol wt 400*000) solutions. Broadly the two 
COTpounclB exhibit similar behaviour with respect'to 
concentration-£ind measurement - frequency. Both compounds 
show a decreased dielectric constant compared to pure 
water* dextraii appearing more effective than Flcoll.
Also in'both cases, this decrease in dielectric constant ' 
is related to concentration, the higher the concentration 
the lower the dielectric constant* Both compounds appear 
to be unaffected by changes in measurement frequency in 
the range lOOkll̂  to In the case of Flcoll the whole
range of values fall only very slightly below that of 
water and may not be significant while dextran may be-
n
significant, 'The same general conclusion can'-there fore 
be, made ooncemlng daxtrai’i'Flcoll and sorbitol solutimiby ’‘ 
that at frequeneies ,at or below at the concentrations''r.:
used,here, • the • dielectric conetanta will - xetM%it- alMilar- . '
to that 'of water. Baxtran ami flcoll have rather high 
molecular weights however, and it is possible' that - 
dielectric dispersion may have ’occurred below.the kllo^ ' ;' ' 
’herte'range of■ measuring frequeneiea. Dielectric 
dispersion oe'eurs when a-molecule is no longer able to 
oscillate with the frequency' of an applied a,c. electric’ 
field. If the molecule la too large* It may lag behind 
the applied field in Its orientation* the higher the ’• 
'frequency of'the-a.c. field the mo’re likely ‘this la to ■ 
occur. •Tills,■'dispersion leads to a lowering of the value 
measured for dielectric constant since molecules not- in 
phase' 'With ' the ••.applied field will not register: a complete 
dielectric effect. Thus for molecules' of highimolaeular 
weight it ûmmot be a5.mply concluded that the dielectric 
constant measured'at kilohertz frequencies is the same as 
would be obtained at low- freqitenoleo approaching the static-* 
as tacitly assumed earlier in the Discussion dn the - 
second assumption concerning the validity--of -‘dielectric"'' 
measurements. 'If "a dispersion had occurred below radio 
frequencies then a :possibly large'static value 'for the 
dielectric constant would not -:be recorded at -'kllohertk̂  
measuring frequencies. Two items can be introduced to 
support the-belief that dielectric d’Isperslon does not 
occur even in the Flc'oXl solutions of molecular weight
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400*000# Sqhwan (1963) 'haa.tabulated the frequencies 
of'-major -dlsperslmî ' • and It is shown that' for protein 
• ..and’•:• other ;maermioXeeular suspensions,  b o  dispersion'. " 
oeeara ■ below frequencies - of 1 10 Mj. It is also '
.'Stated - that- where dispersion- does .not occur*, the: 
conductance of any solution will: remain at à low level.
. Conductivity; is a .significant, factor la the measurement 
of/dielectric, constant. If we consider a parallel plate ' " 
: ' condenser filled with a medium of given dielectric constant 
and conductivity* k*. the equivalent shunt ' resistance''is'' ■ '
: given, by*- (Edsall 'and Wyamn'-1958)* :. -
r i ' - ■ -■ -
where d is electrode separation and â their area. : - At 
the same time the capacitance* €., is given by '
.C'=&§ (30) ■ ' '
by 'eliminating'A/d between' these two equations'
^ ' (31)
Thus if,large molecule^ do lag behind, in .an applied 
■field* the .'effect will shw up .in, the"measurement as a 
conductivity ; effect. -Generally a _ conductivity' change 
of at 'least two orders of magnitude could be- expectecl
(Sehwan 1963). -.Mo. aitch effect ms. ever seen.,in the 
Investigation* • For eKample’* a gXyelne solution made . ̂ 
up to a specific qenductlvlty of 61.5 x 
- gave a measured bridge- reading for conductance, of 1312 
' X lO*̂ ® at am- electrode separation o£' J*Oa.ma. - .
Similarly a 5% Flcoll solution with a specific conductivity 
of 67.O'. X 10*"̂  ,ohm” '̂ wT̂ ' gave a reading of :1.388 x 10^^
,_ plmr^ on the measuring bridge. ■ The ■yaluëà;‘\can be 
considered equal If the slight difference’ in specific • 
conductivity, ip taken. Into- accoimt. kupm(s@e-
above) that ' glycine, shows no disperalohfet'thqse'fee*^ ■ 
’quepcies*,-,anc! aa .iio'anoéitolpUB conductivity;,,effect'.can.
■ be noted:for-, the'Fieoll solution/under the- same conditions . 
of .meaeuremant fa it can be .assumed, that ho ; diilec.tric- , 
dispersion is-.likely, to have, occurred.. ; Xt\qah be .said
. -that,all the..cllefe.etrlc constant values'measured'in this 
‘..study #t .frequencies ;befeeeh,100kHq and IMÎ3 can be  ̂ '
• extrapolated back to a/static-'frequency value .with'some 
confidence. - .The specific .rotation ̂ of/Flcoll-Is [p(]
■ ■ 4" 55.. 5 . (Pharmacia Ltd * ) so that •. the. polymerised , sucrose
thougîi containing no ionised groups Is not - symmetrical, 
and seme permanent dipole will exist. Bextran with a ■
„ rotation ' [ĉ Hb 199 will:also have-a..dipole.- As 
_ with D̂ ŝorbltol and sucrose this dipole moment will have- , 
the"-effect of- lowering the dielectric"constant of aqueous 
solutions below, that of-.pure water* possibly because^the 
dipole moment per unit volume will bé, lox̂ er'-than -that , ■
.of-water-(Dr..A. J. Law:œxiœ\a5id Br/'Good* private
0
eommuulcatlons)*' -The presence of this asymmetry may .. . 
explain the slight.réduction of the dieiectrlc eonstant 
seen W  aqueous/solutions of dextran and Flcoll,(Résulté)# . 
In none of the compounds etU#ed except glycine and 
diglyclne were. thero'';oh8erved:an increase in'dielectric 
cons'l̂ nt above tWt. of water* /' , '
pollack et à). (1965) have also studied the dielectric 
properties of dextrW and Fieoll solutions# and their 
findings are in complete contradiction to those given 
'here. 'Study#@̂ :(;àqueou,s polymer aolutions adjusted-; to , -, 
}pE' 7.45#-they report dielectric, increments for. ̂ icoll and 
dextran of._14.70'%ahd'§Û.45 reapedtiVely at 25%; 
ntiliaing the figures of Pollack et al# * thé 5% w/v Ficoli 
ablution should give a dielectric constant value of 152 
at this tei(%»erature* while 5% déxtran would hâve a value 
of.:.280.:75# ''Atïthq lower temperaturee used, for measurement 
in...'this atudy%;;the.dielectric:conet^^ ehouid have even -
higher value#*'.. .Ho simple explanation can ba'\given for these 
.di8crepanGie8-'̂ n.:tt)e results#/ Pol lack-̂ et &1,''. used-a-measure 
ing ; frequency/of 1001#̂ :*' a frequencyAlao uqed-.in this ' '
investigation* ,,80 frequency dependant effecta'-Such as 
dielectric dispersion would not provide a ablution#
.Thé, molecular weight of tho 'dextran used by Pollack at al#'.- ' ' ' ' " ..'• ■ '/ ■- ,is not reported* but It is unlikely that it would be much 
iqwer#-if at all* than that of- the dextran uaed in this . ./
study# The molecular weight of Fiooll quoted by Pollack 
at'àl/ie 100*000* however Pharmacia produce,'Ficoll 
at a mblecular:'weight of 400*000* ami 'âa' far ab-cuuld /y
be 'gathered*'-.rhia ims/thé-only,type-they produce# ' .If . -y.
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Pollack et al# obtained Ficoll at a molecular weight: 
of 100,000* it would have much the same properties aa 
that of a molecular weight of 400,000, for-reasons 
discussed earlier, at measuring frequencies *M the 
kilohertz band. When at first no dielectric Increments 
could be obtained, other lot numbers of the different 
polymers were tested, as Pollack at ml# states that 
considerable variation was found between differing lots 
with respect to dielectric increment# Three other dextran 
lots and one other Flcoll lot were, tested but in no case 
'could there be recorded any dielectric increment of the 
type Indicated by Pollack et al (1983)#
It seems that the only explanation for the widely 
differing results can come from the measurement techniques, 
which differ In the two studies# The electrode-distance 
variation technique used in this study is considered to be 
very accurate (Schwan 1983). However a constancy of 
polarisation Impedance is necessary as the electrode 
spacing la varied# In practice it Is desirable to follow 
the change in electrode position by a return to the original 
position, in order to check the original total impedence 
reading. The exÉêht to which this can be successfully 
achieved reflects on the constancy of the polarisation 
impedance and hence on the accuracy of the technique#
This simple check was always carried out and (as can be 
seen for the case of a typical dielectric.estimation, 
table (6) ) constancy of the results was always obtained.
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,U, v> .
. 'Thé WWti%Uti%r'fee^ Used/by pollack/et/'al# /(1965). ' '/ _
/ is reasonably successful if the aliments %diich give rise
' \o the unknoim''impedance-;pfeperti#S:;(i-#a.,-; pqlymierB;i'"àr#,r-". ' //■ 
or sufficiently: I W  volumé/cbncéUtration to reduce the 
\ :y\/r shadow orfect- :6oj:an insignificant level,* ct ,if/thi8\.iS')/̂ y'
':. :nUt/'%pssibiU:*y té\p%wvide fq;ip':this'- effect-The^-validity ' of/.' -"'L .
bUbpd on the assmnption that the polarioattqn 
:̂,{fmpedenpe'inVolvŴ  with/'the muasuremehts/bf, polymefesamUlbs :'// 
, Und . with: contact- fluid âiwé, areMentlcai;! in-many"' ' 
cases this is essentialiy true* but in others it may not 
bei so* as showp by the invesMgatl(mS conductedi bÿ Bothwell 
1/ ; and Schwan' (unpublished*. buK discussed ■ in gchwan ' 1963) *■ ' - '
Pobiî  Cond such as W  effectively
'1 reduce:.the: electrode area which/the.current reaches, . - :////':
("shadow effect'v) and the polarisation impedance is 
increased because it is Inversely proportional to the total 
electrode area reached by the current, prepaifàtion of 
platinum electrodes* used by Pollack et al# * can also have 
as yet unexplained effects 'With volmie concentration . - ;
(Schwan 1963). /The presence of this effect in the work 
of Pollack et al. would account for thé excellent values 
listed for glycine* water and ethanol * while giving ' \ 
andmolous results concerning thé dielectric increments of 
the polymers "investigated. \ y.
Brooks et al. (1967) lend Support to the value of 
the dielectric increment for dextran obtained by Pollack 
et al. (1965). They ware able to show that correction qf 
the electrophoretic mobility value* for red blood corpuscles.
:;:/k
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for the dielectric • constant of dextraii obtained by 
pollack et al* gave mobility values almost indépendant 
of the dextram coEceiitratlon. However, in a later commiml"" 
cation (Brooks 1971) it was reported that the mobility 
and zata potential effects are not due to any solution 
properties of cfextran, but to ccmnter-ioii exclusion by 
the neutral adsorbed polyraer layer* To this finding can 
be added the observation recorded in this investigation 
into the aggregation behaviour of -7-day neural retina cells 
in a dextran medium# The viscosity corrected value for 
the collision efficiency of this cell type Is seen to be 
significantly lower in dextran medium than in the control. 
This finding may be explained; by an increase in zeta 
potential, after the mechanism proposed by Brooks (1971), 
an Increase In zeta potential will increase thé repulsive 
potential energy of the cell surface and thus reduce their 
ability to aggregate (Gingel1 1971).
Electrophoretic studies of tissue cells were carried 
out as a part of this study. However, the apparatus for 
cell^fleetrophorasis did not become available until the 
latter part of the investigation, so the amount of study 
involved is rather more limited than could be hoped* 
Experiments were carried out to test for the .effects of 
glycine and cliglycliie, and the D-sorbitol control media 
on both 7^day neural retina and 5*̂day limb bud cell 
suspensions. Because of limited, time, only 0.5 mol dar"® 
glycine and 0.2 mol dm”'̂ diglycine concentrations were used 
these being thought to be the vaaximum concentrations at 
which the cells remained viable (see earlier Discussion).
Under the oonditlons of measurement used in this study 
(Materials and MUthpaa)* It ean he seen from the Results 
that the oâléulated zêta p6tentia3.a of S'̂ day limb bud
/ànk" 7-day' neural, "retina are Aimllar* though neural retina 
ëisauê appear to have a slightly lower Wlue, in a , 
standard Hanl%ŝ l09 medium# As far as can be detem&ined*
f •'■■•■' V . / ' w
.no other" values appear in the'literature-'for these cell 
'-types, in''the :oonditiona.. used here* but' théValuès for 
zeta.. potential agrée well with -other .atudieA on embryonic 
cells in more artificial conditional# Collins (1966) obtained 
seta potentials of -12# 5 i# And -14#0 MX for 5 day chick 
heart and cells respectively* with 7-day neural retina
lying somewherë between thèse values* (calculated from his 
mobility measurements)# In all the other media in which'. 
measurements place* the zeta potentials give slightly
lower reading#; The only obvious property held in comon 
:;;by 'all''-'̂'l:ĥ  ̂ is an.increase in the ionic stfength; %
above'that of/the- atandârd/Ranks^l99'me%ium#- - Increased 
ionià/streùg% iU theory reduce.the zetà'potential
via é dèçrehàè in thé thicWesa of the double layer and/or 
by hèutraiisihg the surface charge with cations (Kruyt 1952), 
and it may be ÿhàt the gênerai decrease noted here reflects 
thi# effect. Examination of the results show that the 
Wta potentials measured in both the escperimental and 
._Contr'ôl media àrè very'-aimilar, This evidence'may bC' - -x 
/used, to cdncjudo' that:^'th hone of the ccmpouhds'uséd in - ' 
\''hell.aggrèSatioh.̂ studies.* glycine diglycine, or D-qprbitol*
does-Any significant adsorption cell surface -occur. .//:
If iadèorption̂  were- occur, a largo change in zeta,. - - .:
pQt@ntlal:/would be-predicted'* presumably, varying x-iyith k W  
type" of -chemical .involved' (Ambrose 1966), also/D-sorbitol . 
haa'baen used. shddessfelly before* by Heard and Seaman (I960).
. for measuring.\\erythrocyte 'mobllitle8* zetà'̂ potetktial' - '/' 
is équated^-withÂurfacç. potential, as la conventional 
though:'-not 'Strictly- accurate* ,it can .be aéîd .that the / '
presence of D^'sorbitol/glycine and diglycine in' tissue - _ . - 
Culture;..media do.nbt/s.igniflcantly change- the surface potent,; .: : 
tial'of .the-celi mei#rane .either by adsorption'-or-by any. ."
possible' .W%."exclusion mecbadibm' similar: w  that proposed- .
by'Brooka (1971) for ..dextran/solutions. From theoretical ,/ 
.çonsidera.tiona/;(K'ruyt 1952) it is predicted that-with an, '/
increaae^ln^the electrostatic dielectric-constant of - \ - ;
.the’'suspension: mèdi%m*.\the surface pofential will change" -, 
in va3.ue'. Consideration 'of .thê  relationship "between the - ;
zeta potential .and. surface Charge- density, of'any .spherical \ 
-particle'reveals-that as/the, dielectric ebnstant-is.:. -  ̂%/. '
increased* thé 'zeta potential' is decreased^ (Brooks .et âl.*
1967*.Weiss*'!* 1967)#.., The limited rangé of diqleclilc 
constant, covered herè' is- probablÿ"- ?:&ot ̂ addé'enough, to allor̂'l-. :
;a serious .appraisal of-this èfféçt* but it- is ̂ noteworthy 
that;..in the-result# g-lveu'for 0.5 mol, dm" glycine and 
0.2̂  mol dm**** diglyoine media* .In all but- one .çésé .the .
ẑeta potential, is'. seen ,tO'. be lower in, thé. medlA.-of higher 
dielectric' constant*. - The dropS: In zeta poWĥ lai.-are.,; ' -
however only slight (appx 0,2 i#) and are prbbahly not /
' - 5 ' .
significant over such a small aample# Over the 
range of dielectric constants studied here it can 
probably be safely assumed that changée in the dielectric 
constant of the medium have virtually no effect on the 
zeta potential of the cell surfaces of either cell type 
investigated*
The value# determined for the collision efficiency, 
from the aggregations of 5-̂clay limb bud and 7-day neural 
retina are given In table (8) of the Results, These 
values can be used in two ways; as a means of calculating 
an absolute value for the force constant M, and as a 
way of comparing the rates of aggregation when these are 
carried out under qimilar conditions* if these conditions 
i*e* viscosity* shear rate W d  particle size are similar* _ 
it is clear from equation (28) that a comparison of the 
collision efficiencies ■la equivalent to a- comparison of 
force constants* Hence it Would be possible to compare 
the interactions of the cells under differing physico"̂  _ 
chemical conditions without calculating the force constant 
in each Instande# These conditions are fulfilled to a 
limited extent* Measurements of viscosity show that apart 
from thé case of dextrah^contalpingmedium* there are no 
sij^ifioant differences in the viscosities of the media ' 
used (maximum difference 0*124 x Hsm"^). Thq collision 
efficiency calculated for the doxtran medium was corrected / 
for viscosity separately before being included in the 
Results* The question of thé radius of the cells is 
particularly important as the force constant is directly
proportional to the cube of _ the racllUs* ' Measureraent of , 
cell" diameter in the various media (Results) ’ showed-that . 
call size did not differ .significantly* The mean /cell 
diameters of 5-day limb bud and 7-day neural retina "are 
approximately I.Oum apart, which is not much greater .than. 
the experimental error# Considering the low variability 
of both-these factors it.is probably,reasonable to use ■ 
the collision efficiency to crapare the.adhesiveness 
within either -of the 'two cell types# The difference in 
shear mte at which the two cell types were■aggregated 
does not allow a direct comparison to be made between 
7-day neural_retina and 5-day limb bud, though comparison 
is allowed, within each group owing td the constancy ' of 
shear m  te employed for : each .type# It is therefore 
necessary to calculate force constants In'order to be able 
to compare directly the adhesive behaviour of the two 
tissues#'
The values for collision efficiency shorn in table (8) 
demonstrate three overall 'factors in the aggregation of 
the cell suspensions, and-hence it is presumed, In the 
adhesion of the cells# ' In all the experiments carried 
out, except for the case of aggregations Involving 1#0 
mol glycine and Its'/control media, the controls
themselves give very 'similar results for collision efficiency, 
both within the neural retina and limb bud'cell types#
The consistancy obtained not only argues iii favour of the 
whole test system being an excellent method for obtaining 
reproducible ■̂ results, but also suggests that variations
found in the test suspensions can be confidently ascribed
to real changes in the adhesive behaviour of those cells
under study. It also serves to confirm that the assumptions
concerning medium viscosity and cell radii are applicable.
If viscosity was significant, it would be likely to alter
the collision efficiency to some extent. This can also , ■
be said for cell size in conditions of varying "osmolarity'%
as it can be shown (Curtis 1%9) that with two cells of
. ' \ equal adhesiveness a larger cell will be foimd to give the
smaller experimental collision efficiency,
A second point arising from the results concerns the
difference in the aggregation capabilities between the
two cell types. The 5-day limb bud tissue in Hanks-199
medium at a shear rate of 2,65 seo"^ has a value for the
collision efficiency of 2.4%$ the 7-day neural retina
cells at a shear rate of 10,24 sec'̂  ̂gives a value of
15*41%,. This considerable difference in collision
efficiency Is seen to be even greater when shear rate is
taken into account, it would be expected that 7-day neural
retina aggregated at shear rates normally used for 5-day
limb bud would provide an even greater value for the
collision efflcèency (Curtis 1969)$ probably somewhere
ill the r^lon of 22%, The nearly tenfold increase in
adhesive ability between 5-day limb bud and 7-day neural
retina, as measured by this technique * might possibly be
an indication of à difference in the type of adhesion
that these two cell lines possess# This point will be
discussed further below,'
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The third observation to be diacuaeed is the 
behaviour of the cell suspensions when aggregated in 
media of differing electrostatic dielectric constant#
In both cell types there is a tendency for the calls 
agregated in the presence of D-sorbitol (the_ controls). 
to'give collision efficiencies similar to that obtained 
in’Hank-I99 medium alone. This suggests the D-aorbitol 
ha# ̂ no effect on the aggregation of these cells and argues 
in favour of the. experimentally observed evidence that 
D-sorbltol. has'no significant dielectric constant. In the
S ' -  ■ .
case of'neural- retina tissue aggregated 4n a dextran ,;= 
edht'aining medium*/the'collision efficiency (therefore 
presmmbly the'adheelvenesa) . ia seen to decrease. This . 
result has been diaeueaed before in relation-to.the work 
of Brooks et al .(1967, 1971) $ but it may be, added that it 
■ gives clrcmstantial evidence that dextran .do.es not have 
similar 'delectrie "affects, as 'glycine, which behaves iiiaa 
COTpletely opposite way. ■ In'both cell types'there can be 
clearly seen an Increase'in collision efficiency 
(adhesiveness)■ in media cckitaining glycine 'and dlglycine, 
the ' only, comp'ouncla measured, here to increase'. the dielectric 
constant above.that of water. It appears therefore'that 
the adhesiveness of both/cell types /increases with 
electr,astatic-/,clielcctric/.constaat'. To be able- to examine 
this'correlation more closely in the two cell'types and to 
compare the affect between .the ■'two. tissues, the'force 
constants were 'calculated for a aeries of experimental ., 
résulta obtained; In glycine and, digXycine media, together
/' -■'i
with one oÿ two, egntrqls* TW$o Values apgear. In .table "  , ,
From/these value# #he first thing to be seen la _ '/ \ .
that large,, dlffe^neéo/do .appear between the two cell:
Âypeâ:# deduced, from the/&>rqe eonatnat* Taking, ae 'an" i'/
example the force/eons tant oaloulated for .the p-aorbltol '
control medium of Ô.1 mol dm""?; glycine* a difference
- covering, nearly three orders of magnitude cah -he seeng': /
neural retina having far higher values than limb h%%d tissue*
'Thl# observation lend# ̂ support;to.the possibility that.the, 
two cell types differ markedly In their adhesive properties#
To clearly see th@:effect,of dielectric constant on the 
adhesion..of these, cells* a, graphical representation/o.f. the 
.-variation'Of/forcA, constant,'with dlelectrlq constahttls ' = . 
shŒm 'ln.vflgure (8)# It appears . that generally there Is./ / 
a steady. Inorease, In the- force.consfent î lth measured 
dielectric constant,* .irrespective'of the .c%mleal.:-(Sly<3in#' 
or digiyclne)* while for the D-sorbltol controls* thought 
' ,to..have..no"'dielectric effect*':the force constants reimln at'
'.'the'-same'.'.lévëis (as. can be deduced 'from the collision 
/efficiencies-),# On closer .ê camlnatlon of thex-results* It ' 
appears/'that. 7-day neural retina.4$" far less-'sensitive' ' . '--I,
- to. ehangesV'ln.'dielectric consW 5-day 11#) bud#' ^
The fp^ér/côvers'a'rahg#Af: values 5*.6 ii: 10^ joUles bo
''5,.9' .x 10*~̂ '̂'jq6les lf.thq:./rê Ult'''for'l mol'dm"^ glycine 
. is. Included* and:-5#'6'X/10'̂ ^̂ '.. joules to 2#5 X:10"̂ /̂lf/.' '- 
. this Alyelhe, result' Is 4^ored* , Llmb 'bud/pn the other. - 
hand/yarie's 'from S.-GAi 10**̂  ̂j.oules to,.l:#l X'\.10""̂ '̂joules#-'
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Interpretation of;the graphs in figure (8), If it is 
aêcepted/thet:the,:.reâû ^̂  for cell-aggregation -
'in-'ÈVO #oi/dm"'?.Are: aé valid'a# thoae in the other-media*
/then-it is pOBsibio'to interpret the reeults.as ahowlng 
'that 7̂ ..day'neural-retina eelle show a linear inéréaèé '
.in force. c(m$taht'with-dielectric con8tank*\/while 5«*day . . -
limb bud shqws a gradual falling mmy as dielectric constant 
rises above cà 100* On the other hand* for reasons already 
mentioned* thé results of experiments using 1,0 mol dmT^ 
are suspoct* and thê ceforo should be ignored. If this is 
the céseA:hen the/interprétatif/Of the results ̂ will be ; r. '///, 
different, .Namely * % both; cell ' types shdW ' increases ' in v' 1. -
calculated forcé çonsfentà with dielectric constant# 
the -rate of which appe$rs’.''tO'fail off xAen the'dielectric 
constant.risès/abôvê/ca -95#':'.It may be tbCt^both'cell types:.-"" 
-appear to/behayelh a similar;i#nner with increase in \ 
tjh# dielectric conCt^ these increases becoming 
proportionally less effective in increasing the force constant* 
The force constant# M# Is a measurement of the total /
interaction energy acting on à pair of adhering particles.
It may be equated with the Hamaber constant# A# if adhesion 
.takes place in ,the primary minimum#- when no appreciable ' 
potential energy barrier .to close'-approach 'of ,the surfaces 
is found (Curtis 1969# Curtis apd Hocking 1970), If the 
values , of M derived from-the-measured collision effleiencies;. 
falls within the range of values for Hamaker constants 
deduced from other methods of measurement# it may be /
supposed thac adhesion is occurring in the primary minim## 
énd that the loncbm^Hamaker'force of-attraction is-acting:-, y;
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s,a the ;adliaoioii being stmlied*. Overbeek (1952) has oboTm 
that the Hamaker constant: has values In tba-range of 
1 X to 1 X 10̂ ^̂  joules (I x to I'x 10**erge).
The values for the force constant# M# may fell.'outside the 
range’ of Hamaker constants for two reasons* . The -first 
of these is that thé force of -attraction is not the 
LondoivqiaBiaker force;-'however# the?:e is a large-body of 
evidence to. show.that this is -unlikely, to.be the case *
,(Curtis 1966# 1969)# Thaïe appears' to be adequate evidence 
that cells appear to-act -as colloidal'partlc3,es (Curtis' 
1964, Bom ami .Carrod 1968), and both Brooks at-"al,/(X967) 
and Weiss.(1968)"have performed calculations showing that 
' cell-adhesion is explicable In' terms of the DLVO.colloid 
s'fcability- theory* The second explanation for''a 'reduced 
.- force constant 1b- that particle adhesion takes ....place in -the 
■ secondary because a potential energy- barrier due
to the presence of an electrical double layer, prevents 
close approach "of the surfaces* If adhesion takes place 
in' the;secondary minimum a.low value will be - found for the 
apparent-JMmker constant.# represented here by the -force 
constant', N."'.Study of the 'results for S*-day.,limb bud show 
:that the values'for the force constant are very -low when 
compared with the values ‘of Hamakar- constant-# - From the - 
results of electrophoretic -studies (see - table' (11)) It is 
seen that this tissue type has a moderate seta', potential 
in the' aggregation"media utilised for aggregation -studies. 
From theoretical considerations (Ginge.l-l- 1971, Curtis ■ 1967% 
Brooks et al# 196.7, Jones,, G# Ë* unpublished) it cam be ■ .
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shown that mtder these conditions’a'potential energy harrier 
will exist to prevent adhesion in -the primary minimum#
If the■cells now adhere in the secondary minimum*.a low 
value for the apparent Hamafeer constant would hé" expected, • 
and If this la equated with the force constant * M$ - this 
is what was found by experiment*. -It is suggested - as a 
possibility that 5*̂ dey. limb bud do adhere in 'the...secondary 
minimum. In the case of 7-day neural retina tissue# the 
force constants calculated lie very close to the predicted 
Hamaker constants# -though the values do appear to -B© -on 
the extreme low side of the generally accepted values for 
Hamakèr constants. From•electrophoretic data (see table 
(11) ) it appears that # under the same conditions # 7-day 
,neural retina calls have a mta potential comparable with' 
that of 5-day limb bud. Using the. same argu^ments as were 
applied above for 5-day limb bùd# it could be supposed -that 
this tissue also adhères in -'the secondary minimum. -The 
higher values determined for the force constant may' reflect, 
either .in a shorter separation distance between 'the adhering" -' 
membranes of neural retinal -cells# and/or in a.higher ' ' . 
true value for the Hamaker constant. " This "is known to • 
depend on physical properties inherent in the bodies acting 
under 'the force of attraction as well as on the nature of 
the medium separating those bodies (Gregory 1969). However# 
it is possible that the force constant M# being strictly 
a measurement of the total Interaction energy# rather -than 
a direct measurement of 'Hamaker constant# must not be applied 
too rigorously when making deductions of this nature.
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The effect of increaslBg the electrostatic dielectric 
constant in the work preeented here is seen to increase 
the total energy of interaction of'the cells "when in the- 
process of aggregation# Frma the results it can he'seen 
that 7-day neural retina, with a; greater interaction energy 
(M) than 5-day limh bud," le not eo greatly affected by 
changes in the dielectric constant of the suspension media. 
This evidence seems to contradict all that has been proposed;^ 
In theory concerning the affects of dielectric cosistant#
Frmi the theory of particle interaction it can be clearly 
.shmm that an .increase in the electrostatic dielectric 
constant of thé suspension medium will, lead to an increase 
in--the potential energy barrierwith an increase in the. 
repulsive", term'" of the total-.internetion energy* As a 
consequencethere will be seen a decrease in the magnitude 
..of the secondary minimim and an Increase in ...the aeparaticm 
distance' at which/the minimum occurs (Brooks et al. 1967,
Weiss 1967, Gingell 1971).' Surface potential energy changes 
would produce; correspondingly- greater effects-'-'on the energy 
of interaction than would" changes In the dielectric constant 
(Weiss 1967), -since in cm%puting the- energy, of -repulsion,
Vg, the -square of the surface potential Is used. ;Th# 
addition of any CTOpounclwhich lowered -the surface potential 
would decrease' the energy'of repulsion and prasmaably 
allow the cello to aggregate more successfully in am',; 
enlarged secondary minimum* Hwever measurements of seta 
potentials of both-.cell types in high concentrations of , 
glycine and diglyeine .clearly show little -or no change from- ■
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the •potentials obtained in.control media* Furthemore, 
Oiiigel'i' (1971) aml'Joneo (unpublielied) have showa by 
calculation'that small ■changes ■ (ca 2mV) ' in surface’ potential 
energy has very little- effect ou the secondary minimwa, , 
all of which suggeats'-'that possible surface ’potential/ 
affecta-'may be discarded aa ati explanation of the résulta. 
Brooks et al* (1967) aacV Jonee,’C3#: E. (unpublished) have - 
calcula tad < curves of potential energy iuteraetione with 
variable ' dielectric coastant. ' They h a v e  etiomi t h a t  ' s m a l l  
increases ’in dielectric constant at-a 'fixed 'Hamaker constant 
have very small effects on the total potential energy 
curves. One such curve (calculated - by• Jones) is shoim 
in fig. (9) in order/ to indicate the magnitude of the 
effect. The dielectric constants used in experiment have 
covered a range from '87 to 103 (excluding the ■ results 
for 1.0 mol éïiiT̂» glycine) which is less than ' twenty unite. 
The graph of fig. (9) shows‘curves where dielectric constant 
is varied- over a similar-range‘at a fixed Hamaker- constant 
of' 1 K Joules, with a surface potential of "̂ 20 m¥.
At ;a surface potential ' of ^10 mV the secondary minima are 
■deeper (ca 20 kT Joules'x lCî'̂ )'but the curves are of"the- 
same pattern. If these ' curves .are ' now used to re-examine 
t h e  results obtained from cell aggregation -studies # some 
explanation can be arrived at. As indicated by fig. (9), 
it may be that the range of dielectric constant used for 
experimentation was too narrow to significantly ' effect- the 
aggregation of cells, into a popsible secondary minimum, ' 
except when the media of higher dielectric constants were
Ill
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feeing imedg the ■ability- tq aggregate (as measured
fey. the force constant) begins -to • fall ' of eomecfhat (fig* 8)# 
reflecting a' significant decrease in the 8i%@ -of .the - 
potential energy “well”, in the seoaiclary mlnimtmi* ' Mille 
this would appear to fee .sufficient explanation for the ' 
ofesarred falling off in the rate -of increase in- force . 
constant with dielectric constant^ it does not .in itself• 
explain why an ■ increase should occur - in the first place.
In the early discussion^ no -attention lias,-been'paid to 
the possible affects of the, addition of compounds, such as 
glycine ;or diglyclne’-on the .'energy or force of attraction >
It feeing assumed that,'this was a-..constant value. Clearly $ 
if the,energy of attraction were to Increase to a greater 
extent. than the energy--of repulsionthe total interaction 
energy would, -also -increase; in line with the results presented' 
in this thesis#  ̂The effect may exist in the limited range •
..of dielectric constant investigated, where dielectric 
constant has not yet - risen enough .to ■significantly affect 
. the repulsive energy, but where addition of quite .large 
■ quantities -of glycine or diglycine--.to ’the. suspension •media■ =
may have ■significantly altered the attractive energy.
It -has previously been mentioned that the dielectric 
p'ropertles of the suspension ■me.clit‘»iB .caa-effect the energy 
of -'attraction' (see. Introduction)# tAEsbtt̂ . and his cO"* 
workers- (Lifaliltss 1956, Landau and Lifohit^ ,1960g 
B^yaloaMnskil LlfahitE and-Fitaevsîcli I960) have developed 
a theory of the miolecular attractive forces .b.otween, solid. 
bodies in a liquid medium based on she idea of a fluctuating
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electromagnetic field# The expression for the attractive 
force,,which is derived from the Maxwell.stress.tensor 
is given ill, tertûs of. the macroscopic dielectric constants 
and dielectric susceptibility•of the interacting materials. 
In .terms of the energy -of attraction between two seml^ 
infinite" plates of material 1$ separated by a small 
planar gap of medium 2, the -, expression is.
E « - rribifei/2. clE (32)
wherein ^ b *» Planck®a constant and (C.S ) and 
^  2 ) a3:e the dielectric permeabilities of the too
media evaluated on the imaginary' axis. in the cmtplex 
frequency plane (Parsegian- and Minham 1969), The use of , 
this method to. calculate energies of attraction requires 
a knowledge of the- dielectric_data over a wide frequency 
range,, except in the simplified case for distances of. 
interaction greater than ..200 nm where only. the electrostatic -
frequency .dielectric.constant can be .used, -As the -.inter̂  •■." ' 
actions.under- consideration.are probably considerably lass 
than this (ca • Î0 nm')' it. is .not profitable.to .use this 
simple case, , Dielectric data for•aqueous solutions over- 
a .large■frequency range are extremclyy limited as.yet. 
and'.certainly no comprehensive figures are. available for 
solutions of glycine.and. the like, it.seems' that this 
approach is at present only.useful when applied to simple- 
water*»li.pld systems (ëlnham and Parsegian 1970)'*’ A! . 
eimpllflcatlon of the theory can be derived by ignoring
contributions of the Infrared to the van dm: Baals force ' % 
'of ■ attraction and by .iislng the optical frequency', 
dielectric constant (which-.is the. square- of the refractive •
■ index)» This approach'would .apply generally to transparent 
, materials and ahouM introduce only a mall error into.the
■ ■ calculatlon of Hamakar constants (Tabor and Blhfcertan 
.1969, I%8). Recently MinhaBi and-Faroegian. (1970) have 
' shorn that, far-, from -being able .to ignore infrared 
contributions'̂ -At..;àpp0ars that-these frequencies, -are much 
more important' than, was preyiouqly recognlaed, even so, 
Gregory (196.0) wteri calculating 'the Hamaker/conbtant .from 
the .-refractive Indices of .the. materials was able to. obtain - 
results for ' polystyrene in .water that were "in-.good' . 
'agreement with the 'experimental value* Quantitative 
; ’■'theoretical calculations Weed on the Lifshits; theory -• •" '.
• are'not possible as, yet .in the case of the.' compbuhds need ' 
'.in"this study, but inasmuch as the''Index- of refraction• ,,v 
"of water changes-with the addition: of solute-, so-'.can .the ' " . 
Lonckm-Hamaker force change* Thus, by addition of ■ glycine.
". and ■ related compounds it way be that the - Hamaker..-constant v'
- ' is increased, by -some amount* • 1£ .this were-.to be the case-, '
■ b,b' seems quite ' probable .from a consideration - of the
• .LlfshitE theory, then for .a given potential energy',of
• répulsion, adhesions between .particles would',occur more . - 
readily, ̂ as the secondary mlnlmmii “well'® .is. deeper at 
higher values of the Hamaker .constant (Gingell.1971). It 
is suggested that the observed increase of the force . 
-constants seen..in media containing glycine and diglycine
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reflect jtiBt '©itch an increase in the Eamaker constant# 
Possibly the large differences seen in the increase- of 
the force constant between the .two cell types may he a 
reflection on their differing adhesive energies ....(Curtis % 
1969} g 7*day aeural'retina. havlBg rather 'more ' ©table" 
àdlieëlone than 5-day'limb W d  (as measured by the'collision 
efficiency) ' may not'be.so - sensitive to smàll changes in 
the ; balance-'Of 'Interaction; energies* flue greater sensitivity 
of Ŝ clay limb bud# producing large changes'' In. the' force ' 
constant, imy be= à, further indication that this œil type 
rests • in a shallow, .-secondary minimum » requiring; only small 
variations in the physico'̂ qhemlcal.. properties of the medium 
to alter Its adhesive ..abilities to a large extent. As 
the D-sorbitol control media 'give rather •consistent 
collision efficiencies, It would seem necessary to 
postulate that D-sorbltoI' does not exhibit the dielectric 
properties of'glycine and diglycine which increase • the- 
attractive ' force* This seems qultê  possibleae Pethlea 
(1961) points out that sucrose ' should have ' 1 little -effect 
on the attractive dispersion forces^ but as with all' that 
has been said on this- effect, no quantitative data can be- 
derived yet to show this.•
' . One of the main objects of this study %ms to attempt 
to correlate the'behaviour of aggregating tissue"cells 
with the theories of cell adhesion outlined in 'the 
Introduction# By varying the conditions under ̂ ich ' cell 
aggregation was observed it was hoped that evidence could
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■„ hé obtained which ‘would show a elear^eut preference ■ 
for one theory, or -.the other# Such a, stralghtforwarcl 
result liéà not been.;"obtained, hut the evidence doeo,
‘ favour:, the theory of- cell adheelonMhased on the colloid.
•' stability theory .of Berjaguln and -Landaus Verwey and • ■ 
Ovèrbeefe* The dielectric-constant of the suspension • 
medium does appear' to have an affect on the adhesion of 
cells, a possibility predicted by the DLVO theory and 
not suggested by any other theory of cell adhesion* Tlie 
effect Is certainly more complex than was originally - . 
supposed. The apparent contradiction between what was 
expected by theory and what was experimentally observed 
can be explained by invoking am increase in the Hamaker 
constant, and consequently the attractive Sorce*
Generally in previous considerations of the phyaico- 
.chemical factors acting In cell adhésion, the attractive 
■ force was either ignored or assumed a constant (Pollack 
et al* 1965), or taken into account bycalculating- potential 
energy•curves over a series of differing Esmaker constants 
(Brooks et al 1967, Glngell 1971). •■ The increase In the 
force Constant with dielectric constant observed in this 
work may reflect a modification of the Hamaker constant 
' brought about by the addition of certain compounds to the 
original medium* 'This can be visualised.with.the'Use:of 
the Lifshita' theory, but as yet no pertinent calculations 
' are possible. .At a later date a-- further quantitative study 
may be attempted, to make an appraisal ' of. this phenomena iu 
a model system • such as lipid spherules "'(liposomes). in simple 
aqueous- solutions* - -
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,..To.'iend the cllseuaaloâ  on a more, apectdative note, ' ' 
it-'feay be- Illuminating 'to coiisider in a quantitative ecmae./ ; 
the., effect that • the dielectric properties of an intervening 
medimi cam have upcmi the force of attraction between two. 
bodies# For' simplicity, the treatment of. Dssyaloshimskli 
et al. (i960) for ••bodies- at large separation distances, •
1, can be used, which utilises the static dlelepkrlc'-c.onsWat- 
only# ' If both bodies are identical, the expression'"can be "- 
put# . '  ̂  ̂  ̂ :■ ■
where Fdaiiotes the force-of attraction, c is'the velocity of' - 
light and 6.10 G 30 are the static dlelectrie constant 
values for the particles and .intervening medium respectively# 
The function %(%:) has ntuBerlcaX values '&7liich are ,given In 
fig. (4) of Li f Shi ta (1956) # This function has a,.limiting- ' 
value of 0*35'which was -used in these calculations# - "taking 
an arbitrary value of -6 x0 50, calculation with the’use of ■
oqn (33) gives a force constant of 3.-56 x 10^. J#mm./(Am 
,when.630 is taken ae 87# I#ien ̂ 3^ ie raised to 107 (covering 
the range of dielectric'-'constants measured -in?!tbis 
Investigation) then the force constant Increases to 5.804 
X 10"^7 J#im#/L%7m# 'In'actual .fact, the dlclactrle ' 
constant of cell membranes are much lower than the. 'figure 
of -50. used hère (Curtis 1967) $0 the effective^ Increase ^ 
in the force of -attraction may be oven greater.' Ho 
calculations cam be 'employed to show this however because,
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when, ttm dil!feœ»a between Cxo £ %  are', greater 
them a'-factor S, -the function %(x) no longer cam be 
taken as.the'limiting value, but Is Increased greatly 
(see. fig* (4)'Of' Lifahite 1956). Tliio .will• cause even 
greater increases in F, but at present the increase in. 
this function la a little uncertain making further 
calculation pointless* , The force b|,attraction m  given by 
eqù,(33)•is directly.related to the Hamaker constant " 
(Gregory 1969)'" and thus it can be seen from eqn© (4) 
aacl (5) that the attractive energy between two particles' 
will. bo.'increased by-'increases' 'in F due to 'the dielectric, 
properties of the intervening medium*
■The use of eqm (33) has numerous disadvantages 
which-have been.mentioned earlier, but.it does.serve to - '' 
show the effects of.dielectric constant on the attractive ' 
energy rather eleàrly. It indicates that large changes 
in‘the attractive', energy can be brought about by increases'"'' 
of -the. dielectric constant of the. media in .which particles 
(calla)' are auspended,--and would,seem tq.-support the . 
emctosions reached in this discussion-as to an explanation 
of the results obtained from cell aggregation "experiments.
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